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Good news, everyone! You can now access your favourite

radio station from the comfort of your own pocket via our

incredible FREE MOBILE APP – where you can listen live or on 

demand, watch our videos and access loads more, wherever 

you are! It is, quite simply, radio where you want it! Kerrang! 

Radio may have disappeared from DAB digital radio last year, 

outside of London at least, but we’re still rocking your world 

on the awesome new app, as well as on Freeview digital TV 

channel 717, online at Kerrangradio.co.uk and on DAB radio 

in London. That aside, nothing else has changed! You still get 

all of the biggest stars like Biffy Clyro, 30 Seconds To Mars 

and You Me At Six doing special performances and generally 

having a good ol’ larf on the airwaves on all your favourite 

shows! APP-y days! See what we did there?

A NEW WAY

RADIO WHERE YOU WANT IT!

TO ROCK YOURWORLD HAS ARRIVED! 

THE SMALL PRINT!

Kerrang! Radio will also still be on DAB digital radio 

in London, but you might need to retune to fi nd 

us. For more information on retuning and other 

ways to listen, just head to Kerrangradio.co.uk. 

We appreciate many of you may have questions 

or concerns about how you can still listen to your 

favourite radio station, and if you’re still unsure

of anything, you can always reach us by sending

an email to kerrangqueries@bauermedia.co.uk.
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ONTHE
COVER:

We say a huge congratulations to
twenty one pilots on officiallys
selling a BAJILLION records (p6). 
Plus, Five Finger Death Punch 
(p8) talk about their future.As if
that’s not enough,we also report
on that unreleased My Chemical 
Romance song (p10)!

ON THE COVER: 
Alex Gaskarth tells 

us what’s next for All Time Low (p16) before things 
get a bit, well, out-of-hand with Asking Alexandria 
at the notorious Gathering Of The Juggalos (p22). 
Elsewhere, we catch up with a rejuvenated Joey
Jordison (p26), find out from Moose Blood about
why emo is officially back (p38) and Hellions explains
why they had to make the craziest album of 2016. Or 
possibly ever (p40). 

We head over to America to bring 
you all the action from blink-182’s

absolutely huge arena tour with none other than A Day 
To Remember and The All-American Rejects (p46)!

Things get brilliantly 
bleak on the new record 

by TheAmityAffliction (p50). Elsewhere, Crown 
The Empire say goodbye to fancy concepts (p51)
and Twisted Sister tell us the story behind their 
legendary Stay Hungry album (p53).  

Turns out Mr Frank Iero is a bit 
excited about bringing Death 

Spells to the UK (p56), while Sum 41’s Deryck 
Whibley tells us about the NOFX gig that 
genuinely changed his life forever (p57)r .

REVIEWSV

LIVESVV

HELLO, READERS! I don’t want to 
blow my own trumpet – toot toot! – 
but I think this issue is full of things 
you’ll enjoy. Fronting the whole thing 
is, of course, our pals in All Time 
Low. We gave them a bell to revisit 
the Future Hearts phenomenon. 
What comes next? Head to p16 

now. And what else? Well, there’s a poster special 
with those 5SOS chaps, that begins on p28. Aaaand 
a celebration of the milestones 
that’ve recently been smashed into 
smithereens by TØP on p6.  
Enjoy the issue, you lot!
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POSTER SPECIAL! p28



The other 19 pilots 

are just out of shot

6 KERRANG!
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THE MOST IMPORTANT THING EVER



BLURRYFACE
HAS SOLD MORE
THAN COLDPLAY’S
LAST ALBUM…
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TWENTY ONE PILOTS HAVE REACHED A MILLION COPIES OF 
BLURRYFACE! AS THEY CELEBRATE, K! LOOKS AT HOW THEY DID IT, 
AND WHAT IT MEANS FOR ROCK’S HOTTEST PHENOMENON…

TØP
GUNS!

ONE MILLION units shifted. ONE 
MILLION! In an age of falling sales, 
where the old-fashioned notion of 
globe-spanning superstardom is on 

the wane, and with literally thousands of acts 
vying for our attention online and on tour, that 
sort of number has become all but unheard of. 
But Ohio duo twenty one pilots have never been 
ones to surrender to expectation. Not content 
with bucking a whole cartful of trends already 
(the audience’s non-participatory role, drummers 
being stuck onstage, the need for guitarists at 
all…), 62 weeks after first shooting to Number 
One in the U.S., the genre-bending pair have seen 
breakthrough second major-label album Blurryface 
notch up a million 
equivalent album units.

That the million-
milestone has been 
reached this week is 
hardly surprising. Last 
month’s mid-year music 
sales figures showed 
that with 1,586,000 
downloads, Blurryface’s 
airwave-owning lead-
single Stressed Out is 
2016’s runaway Number One. Putting that into 
perspective, the numbers declared be-hatted 
crooner James Bay’s Let It Go Number Two 
during the same survey period, and even with the 
wimpy indie audience nailed on, he only managed 
a mere 802,000. When you also consider twenty 
one pilots have just dropped Heathens from the 
Suicide Squad soundtrack (which will likely be the 
biggest movie of the summer), and with YouTube 
creaking under evermore uber-trendy mash-ups 
(if you’ve not seen the TØP x Halsey x Melanie 
Martinez x Troye Sivan version of Stressed Out, 
do yourself a favour…), they look like a band in 
no danger of slowing down anytime soon.

So, just what does 1,000,000 “equivalent album 

units” actually mean? Well, each actual album 
sale equates to one unit. As do any 10 individual 
track sales. And, crucially in today’s Spotify-centric 
world, so, too, will any 1,500 song streams. In 
terms of old-fashioned CD sales, Blurryface 
(371,000, as of June) might be lagging in third 
place, in rock terms, behind late icon David 
Bowie’s final LP, Blackstar (428,000), and Panic! At 
The Disco’s Death Of A Bachelor (397,000). But 
when the combined stats are taken into account, 
their 1,000,000-plus is well ahead of both. Even 
globe-straddling ultrastars like Coldplay, whose 
A Head Full Of Dreams album has notched up 
392,000 sales, and Radiohead, whose recent 
A Moon Shaped Pool sold 310,000, can’t really 

compete with TØP.
With P!ATD, Fall 

Out Boy, blink-182 and 
Disturbed also making 
waves worldwide, and 
Biffy Clyro topping the 
charts on this side of 
the pond, it’s a good 
time to rock. But there’s 
no escaping the fact that 
multi-instrumentalist 
Tyler Joseph and 

sticksman Josh Dun are on another level. As 
anyone who’s attended one of their gigs will 
testify, the 50-plus dates of their ongoing arena 
tour (including two nights at NYC’s legendary 
Madison Square Garden) aren’t just candles atop 
a hard-earned cake – they’re opportunities to 
spread the gospel of TØP further still.

So, just how far can these two angsty 
youngsters with the temerity to rip up the rock 
rule book go? Somewhat fittingly, the sky really is 
the limit…

TWENTY ONE PILOTS PLAY READING 

& LEEDS AUGUST 26 – 28. SUICIDE SQUAD  

IS IN CINEMAS AUGUST 5

KERRANG!  7
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BETWEEN ONSTAGE MELTDOWNS AND ALCOHOLISM, FIVE FINGER DEATH PUNCH LOOKED 
LIKE A BAND ON THE BRINK. BUT, AS IVAN MOODY AND ZOLTAN BATHORY EXPLAIN, THEIR 

NEW VIDEO FOR I APOLOGIZE LAYS TO REST THE PAST, AND LOOKS TO THE FUTURE…

IVAN MOODY 
BURIES  

HIS PAST
WITHA bowler hat on his head, spade
on his shoulder and hip flask by his heart,
Ivan Moody wanders alone through a
cemetery. It’s filled with the tombstones

of fallen idols: Bon Scott, Layne Staley, Jimi Hendrix,
Lemmy.There’s pain in the Five Finger Death Punch
frontman’s eyes, sorrow in his soul.And that’s before
he starts digging his own grave…

The video for 5FDP’s latest single, IApologize, is
a hauntingly potent piece of work – openly self-
referential and stacked full of uncompromising imagery.
But as we catch up with Ivan and guitarist/bandleader
Zoltan Bathory, they’re insistent it was a statement
they needed to make.

“I had a dream one night,” remembers Ivan today.
“I was sitting above a gravestone. I looked over, and
it was mine.”

Such was the singer’s state of mind after what Zoltan

understates as a “turbulent” 12 months in which, the
guitarist notes,“Ivan had a couple of moments he
needed to apologise for”.

A boozy onstage meltdown at 2015’s Beale Street
Music Festival in Memphis sparked rumours of an
imminent break-up.A series of anti-KanyeWest rants
last autumn came across bizarrely Kanye-esque.A
lawsuit against the band by their label, Prospect Park,

made explicit reference to the singer’s addiction and 
“anticipated downfall”. It was hard not to picture a 
rockstar losing grip.

“The concept behind the song was my apology,” 
explains Ivan. “To my bandmates, to my family, to 
everybody I’ve done wrong due to alcoholism.”

“But it’s our occupational hazard,” ponders Zoltan, 
on how easy it is to fall into a trap without realising. 
“You travel the world and, everywhere you go, people 
want to have a drink with you. You party today, 
tomorrow and the day after. Then it’s 300 days later 
and you’re addicted.” 

A concept blossomed, not just to confront Ivan’s 
own addictions, but to contextualise them against a 
rockstar-disease that’s cursed this world for decades.

“The video shows there were a lot of people that fell 
into it before us and perished,” sighs Zoltan,

“This past year especially, it seems like we’ve lost 
people that I’ve listened to my whole life,” adds Ivan,
“People that have inspired me.They are falling left and
right – and it’s [largely related to] addiction. It’s started
making me realise that’s a reality. It hurts to know that I
have something in common with these gifted people.”

Being able to identify himself in the mistakes of
others, though,has proven a milestone on Ivan’s road
to recovery.Zoltan reckons that makes this video the
culmination of a journey that began back in Memphis.
Amongst bandmates who’ve faced their own addictions
– drummer Jeremy Spencer and guitarist Jason Hook
having overcome substance issues – Ivan’s life as“a
functioning alcoholic” had become par for the course.
But the moment his misbehaviour spilled onstage and
into their professional lives was a breaking point.

“For the longest time, the stage was sacred,” explains
Zoltan.“After that incident in Memphis, though,we
looked at him like,‘Dude, you’ve drawn a sword in a
church!This is absolutely not okay!’ I was pissed.By
the time you get to the point we’d made it to, you’ve

“I DREA T I WAS
LO I T Y
OWN GRAVE ”

IVAN MOODY

FIVE FINGER 

DEATH PUNCH

RIP: the other rock legends

haunting the graveyard 

from 5FDP’s new video

8 KERRANG!

THE BIG STORY
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Ivan Moody: no longer 

digging his own grave

basically climbed the Himalayas barefoot.We were
planting our flag, and he was too fucking wasted to
remember it!”

Moves were immediately made to prevent that 
embarrassment being repeated. Ivan went to 

rehab. An ultimatum was issued to crew – if you’re a 
drinker, you can’t be on the road with 5FDP.  A healthy 
atmosphere was fostered. Most importantly, the band 
had to take ownership of the public face of things. 

“By taking ownership, you take control,” Zoltan 
explains.“When this got in the spotlight, Ivan got 
better rapidly. It put him in a position where the whole 
world was watching him. Also, when we go to the next 
show, people will know not to ask us to have a drink, 
and not take it as an insult if we say no.” 

“Did that public discussion force me to face up to 
my own issues? Absolutely,” confirms Ivan.“I’ve got so 
much to lose, and – at the same time – so much to 
gain [from quitting].”

This video is just one part of that taking-ownership. 

It’s no mistake that it features Ivan walking alon  
without his bandmates. 

“This is the first time it’s not been all of us, or  
of us, in the video,” expands Zoltan. “But this is I  
personal struggle.” 

Describing the “therapeutic” experience of m  
the video amongst the graves of the rich and fam   
LA’s Angelus-Rosedale Cemetery, the guitarist r  
it allowed Ivan valuable perspective. 

“It’s about realising he doesn’t have to feel guil   
reasons. “Guilt is a trigger. You realise you’re this  
shaking, knowing you need to drink or get sick.  
you feel [guiltier] knowing you can’t stop. And y  
cover up the guilt by drinking more. It’s helpful t   
‘Look around, you’re not alone!’ This happened   
best of us. But people can get better!” 

 Tellingly, the video culminates with the power  
image of Ivan stepping out of the grave he’s dug  
throwing his hip flask into the hole instead. 

“It’s pretty obvious [imagery],” the vocalist nods. 
“It’s not my time yet. And I’m not going out like 
that. If alcohol’s the one thing between me and that 
headstone, then I’ll bury it!”

It’s a strong launching-point for a new, clean era of 
5FDP.  Zoltan says sessions for the upcoming record 
are sounding “really nice”, the European tour the band 
have just completed was “the smoothest we’ve done 
in 10 years”, and they’re ready to destroy Reading & 
Leeds. But, perhaps most importantly, 5FDP have been 
able to reconnect with a brother some had feared had 
become lost forever. 

“Being there with 30,000 people singing along and 
looking over to see him smiling,” concludes Zoltan, “it 
just feels great!”

atch the video for I Apologize
at Kerrang.com now!

“It’s not my time yet…”  

Ivan’s empty grave

The I Apologize video
might end with Ivan
stepping away from
the grave, but we
couldn’t help morbidly
wondering what the
indomitable bad-ass’
funeral might look in
real life. A military
fly-by? A 21-rocket-
launcher salute? Or
maybe rock’s best and
brightest would gather
at the crematorium for
a final round of ‘Burn,
motherfucker, burn!’?

“You know, Nikki Sixx
said it best – ‘I don’t
want anyone to cry at 

my funeral,’” the singer
muses.“There are
always tears to be
shed, but I want people
to remember me for
the times we had
together, and to smile
about it. Have a blast!
Cake is on me!”

And what song would
see the big guy out?

“Don’t Follow by
Alice In Chains. There
are so many – even
some of our own – that
mean so much to me.
But that song just
explains everything
in my life!”

PLANNING HIS REAL ONE…

KERRANG!  9
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THE FEE
D

THIS WEEK IN ROCK

MY CHEMICAL ROMANCE RELEASED AN UNHEARD DEMO
FROM THE FORTHCOMING BLACK PARADE REISSUE LAST WEEK.  

WE GOT THE MCRMY IN TO GIVE US THEIR VERDICT…

WELCOME BACK TO 

THE BLACK
PARADE

Gerard and MikeyWay:

casually writing the album

of a generation

Look at this
brilliant bunch!
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NO MORE
NAILS?

erican grinders Nails
ear to have split up, justa
eks after releasing their

KK-rated You Will
ver Be One Of
album.At the time of
ing, the band have yet to

ease an official statement,
in a posting on Facebook,
Camden Underworld –

ere the band were due to
y on Nov 7 – announced the
w was off “due to the band

going on sudden hiatus”. Buy
the album anyway.

HA DBAC TO
THE FRONT!
This year marks the 30th birthday
of Metallica’s unimpeachable
Master Of Puppets album, and
to celebrate, they’re releasing
a book chronicling the era.
Metallica:BackToThe Front
will be available on September
13,with a deluxe edition also
available, packaged in special cloth
and containing a piece of the
band’s flight case from the MoP
tour.Which is pretty bad-ass.

MEGABREW
Megadeth are set to follo
in the footsteps of Iron
Maiden by launching thei
own beer.The 4.5% Á
Tout Le Monde ale,
brewed by the
fantastically-named U.S.
brewery Unibroue, will be
available to buy soon.

FAREWELL, VAMPIRE KILLERS!
Having announced their split earlier
this month, Fearless Vampire Killers
will play their final-ever show on
October 30 at Camden Underworld.
Expect an emotional and hopefully

fun night all round,” they promise.
Support for what’s sure to be the
saddest gig of the year comes from
ZOAX and Ashestoangels.

RATM MAN 
FIGHTS THE 

POWER!

“HARD TO QUANTIFY 

THE FEELING OF SEEING 

VIDEOS THAT, AS AN 

11-YR-OLD, I USED TO SIT 

CROSS LEGGED VIDEO-

TAPING ON MTV TO 

IMPRESS MY BROTHER, 

ON A TOUR BUS”

GUSTAV WOOD, 

YOUNG GUNS 

ISSUE 1631 AUG 6, 2016

TIM COMMERFORD INTRODUCED HIS NEW 
BAND, WAKRAT, TO LONDON. HOW? WITH A 

BUS, A PROTEST AND BY STARTING A COUNTRY…

WHAT WAS THE AIM OF THIS 
DEMONSTRATION, THEN, TIM?
“The aim was to let everyone know 
our generation is fucked. The way we 
decided to do that was heading to 
Parliament Square after getting on a 
bus with ‘Generation Fucked’ written 
on the side of it. We got to Parliament 
Square and marched in the middle, 
planting what we called The Flag Of 
Wakrat, with which we’ve created the 
Republic Of Wakrat.” 

WE HEARD THE BUS BROKE DOWN 
EN ROUTE…
“That couldn’t have been scripted any 
better! Then we got to Parliament 
Square and there was a security guard 
that I thought was a police officer. He 
wanted me to stop leading this chant 
that went, ‘We’re fucked? Yeah, we’re 
fucked!’ Having a megaphone, right 
there with all the tourists around, felt  

uncomfortable. I was going, ‘Gimme 
an F! Gimme a U! What does that 
spell?’ So the guard asked us to 
stop and we didn’t. Then he started 
begging me to stop. I told him we 
would only stop if he admitted we 
were fucked. And he wouldn’t do it!”

DO YOU THINK POLITICAL BANDS 
SUCH AS RAGE AGAINST THE 
MACHINE EXIST TODAY? 
“There’s a short list of bands. It’s 
really hard to be embraced and be 
heard when you’re trying to make 
music with a political theme or a 
message that’s important. Whether 
it’s Public Enemy, Cypress Hill, 
Midnight Oil, The Clash, Sex Pistols, 
Geto Boys… I find the word ‘politics’ 
can be pretty vague. There’s a lot of 
older music that still inspires me… 
but right now all I’m listening to  
is Wakrat.”

Tim in rare ‘causing

trouble’ moment

WORDS: AMIT SHARMA
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PARALLEL DIMENSIONS!
Shady government agencies! 
Unstoppable monsters 

with no face but plenty of teeth! 
Melding the magic of classic Spielberg 
to the strangeness of Twin Peaks’ 
David Lynch and garnishing with a 
hefty dollop of Stephen King, Netflix 
sleeper-hit Stranger Things might just 

be theTV show of the year.And, aside
from pivotal use of The Clash’s Should 
I Stay Or Should I Go and the sort 
of ’80s synth-work that’d give Andy 
Black chills, the show boasts another 
rock-centric connection…

This week, news came to light 
that awesomely-named lead actor 
Finn Wolfhard (Mike Wheeler 

– or ‘Frogface’ to the ‘mouth
breathers’) previously appeared as 
a fictionalised, younger, cop-killing 
version of frontman Stefan Babcock 
in the music video for Guilt Trip by 
Canadian punk-rockers PUP back 
in 2013. With Finn having already 
notched-up appearances in cult-TV 
staples Supernatural and The 100, 

and set for silver s
superstardom as R
Tozier in an adapta
of the aforementio
Stephen King’s It, it
us thinking about w
other stars have po
up alongside your 
favourite bands…
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PANDORA BY RAY ZELL  Rayzell.com

STRANGER

DANGER!

ROCK GOSSIP A
D GIBBERISH

STRANGER THINGS IS OUR NEW FAVOURITE TV 
SHOW. AND IT ROCKS. READ ON, WE’VE GOT PROOF!

There’s no point in Billy Corgan

clearing his browsing history

now – the SP mainman already

raised everyone’s eyebrows

when he asked former adult film

star Sasha to appear in this clip.

r
Although, being innocent,

we had to ask Billy whoshe was…

SASHA GREYSMASHING PUMPKINS,SUPERCHRIST

Green Day needed stars to

anchor the video for Wake Me

Up When September Ends.

Imagine the meeting. “What

about him from Billy Elliot?

And that girl who was in that

movie, Thirteen?” We

think that’s how it

went, anyway.

GREENDA W ME EM UPU
WHW N P BERB ENE DN SD

She might’ve made her name as

the loveable Jess in TV hit New

Girl, but it was back in 1999 that

Zooey Deschanel got her first

big break with The Offspring.

She plays a young woman who

gets accosted by, of all things,

grotesque animations,

which, frankly, is as daft

as it sounds.

THEOFFSPF RING,G SHEES’S TT I ES

ZOOEY

DESCHANEL

JAMIE BELL/

EVAN RACHEL WOOD

Now one of the most famous
women on Earth and married to
Kanye West, it’s easy to forget
that Kim K rose to stardom in
‘classics’ like Disaster Movie.

She’s got a peach of a part in this
2007 FOB cut, too: ending up

kissing Pete Wentz before
being usurped by 

an ape!

KIM 

KARDASHIAN

FAF LLOUT BOY, THNKH SKK FS RF EME MMM RSM

The Mexican-American B-movie

icon was already known as a

hard bastard thanks to his roles

in Machete and From Dusk Till

Dawn when Slayer asked him to

do a prison riot. We’re even more

scared of him now. Extra points

for the bit where he pokes
a guy’s eyes out withhis thumbs.

SLA ER, REPER NE TLT ESS

DANNY TREJO
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5 8 4 ASKING ALEXAXX NDRIAII Here I Am SUMERIAN RECORDR SD

6 6 3 TWENTY ONE PILOTSTT Ride FUELED BY RAMENR

8 3 8 SUM 41S Fake My Own Death HOPELESSE

9 1 99 REYWINDG Car Spin SPINEFE ARMF

10 5 8 MOOSE BLO OOD Knuckles HOPELESSE

12 2 121 VAV NT Karma Seeker PARLOPPP HP ONEH

15 1 15 CREEPE ERP The Honeymoon Suite ROADRUNNERR

20 11 10 ISSUESI Coma RIR SI ESS

13 1 10 TWIN ATLT ALL NTIT CI No Sleep RED BULLR RECORDR SD

14 6 8 CREEPE ERP Astral Projection ROADRUNNERR

18 4 13 THE AMITY AFFLITT CTI IT OI N I Bring The Weather ROADRUNNERR

ARTIST TITLEW
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T
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N
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SEE/HEAR
THE OFFICIAL
KERRANG!
ROCK CHART!
The Official Kerrang! Rock Chart is made up of airplay

across Kerrang! Radio, Kerrang!TV and specialist rock

stations.The show airs on K! Radio every Saturday at

10am with Loz Guest, and also on K!TVThursdays at 4pm. 

Tune in and listen up!

NOT EVEN NEW ENTRIES FROM FRANK CARTER & THE

RATTLESNAKES AND TWIN ATLANTIC CAN TOPPLE BIFFY

CLYRO’S REIGN AT THE TOP OF THE K! ROCK CHART!
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17 5 9 GOOD CHAH RLOTTET 40 Oz. Dream MDDNN BO ALTBB

19 10 8 WATERT PRR APP RKS Crave EAEE SY LIFI EFF

4 2 4 TWENTY ONE PILOTST Heathens FUELED BY RAMENR

3 5 1 BMB THT Avalanche SONY

11 10 1 PAP NICI ! AC T THET DISD COS Don’tThreatenMeWithAGoodTime FUELED BY RAMENR

1 5 1 BIFFY CLYRO Animal Style 14THT FLOORH

7 5 1 REDRR HOT CHILI PET PPE ERSP Dark Necessities WARNER BROSO

2 5 2 BLINK-182 Bored To Death BMBB G

16 1 16
FRANK CARTER & Snake Eyes KOBALT

STEPH
O’SULLIVAN,
GREYWIND
SO, HOW DID CAR SPIN
COME ABOUT?
“I was going through
old voice memos on
my phone one day and
I came across the verse
and the whole idea to this
song that I had written
years ago. It’s one of our
favourite songs.”

YOU FILMED THE VIDEO
IN AMERICA, TOO…
“We did some 
performance scenes 
looking over LA 
while the sun was setting 
– it was a really special 
moment for us.”

DID YOU DO ANY CAR 
SPINS YOURSELF? 
“We had a stunt driver 
on-set and I was sitting in 
the passenger seat. I was 
a bit scared for my life.”

HI, FRANK – HOW DOES IT
FEEL TO REPRESENT PUNK
IN THE K! ROCK CHART?
“It feels absolutely
fucking brilliant.”

WHAT IS SNAKE EYES ALL
ABOUT, THEN?
“The song is about
battling with depression
and the decisions we
make because of it.
Ultimately, it’s all about
control and realising that
we can not always control
the uncontrollable.”

THIS IS THE FIRST
NEW MUSIC SINCE YOU 
RELEASED YOUR DEBUT 
ALBUM, BLOSSOM – DOES 
THIS SHOW US WHAT IS TO 
COME NEXT?
“It definitely does. 
We’re trying to focus 
on ourselves and write 
music for ourselves 
before anyone else. We 
figure that if we feel 
challenged and satisfied, 
then our fans will also. 
The future is about 
growing and learning, and 
constantly striving to be 
braver and better. The 
new record is the perfect 
embodiment of all that.”

FRANK CARTER,
FRANK CARTER  
& THE 
RATTLESNAKES

THE RATTLESNAKES
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MEET SCOTTISH ROCK’S BEST-KEPT SECRET…
HMMMM, THESE GUYS SURE 
LOOK FAMILIAR…
That’s hardly surprising, you’ve 
probably seen them live already! 

Indie rockers Fatherson tour relentlessly and 
have supported some of the biggest names 
in rock today. In the last year alone they’ve 
shared stages with Enter Shikari, Tonight Alive 
and even Biffy Clyro at a recent arena gig in 
Germany. “It’s humbling that it’s always been 
through personal invitation where they’ve 
rung us,” reveals frontman Ross Leighton 
(the chap with the glasses). “I think that’s 
how it should be, though, it’s the only way 
that music is a community: bands listening to 
each other and playing together.”

SO, THEY’VE GOT FRIENDS IN HIGH 
PLACES, RIGHT?
True, but it wasn’t always that way. The tight 
trio met at school in Kilmarnock and played 
their first shows at 15 in local school halls 
and Scout meetings (“They loved it, Scout’s 
honour!” grins the 23-year-old Ross). In the 
years following, they gigged around festivals 
and Glasgow with fellow muckers 

Twin Atlantic, and occasionally Aberdonian 
pals The Xcerts. “We don’t see each other 
much now with being away,” Ross admits. 
“But when we do catch up over a cup of 
tea, we just marvel at how well we’re both 
doing! It’s bonkers!” For example: their big 
breakthrough came when they packed out 
their T In The Park set back in 2014, with 
12,000 people singing along! 

BLIMEY! THEY MUST BE PRETTY DECENT…
Too right, and you need only listen to their 
latest album, Open Book, to see why: soaring 
melodies, catchy hooks and a dash of sonic 
magic from the legendary Rockfield Studios 
it was recorded in. “We started recording 
40 years to the day that Queen recorded 

Bohemian Rhapsody there!” exclaims Ross. 
“It was a pretty mental reality check! We  
did try to write our own Bohemian 
Rhapsody, but it can’t be beat. I’m really 
proud of these songs, though.” What Open 
Book might lack in thunderbolts and 
lightning, it makes up for with wiry rock 
belters and unadulterated pop ballads aimed 
at the stratosphere.

SO, OPEN BOOK IS LIGHT READING?
There’s big-hearted choruses, yeah. But 
Ross’ tender lyrics are what ground the 
sky-high tunes and make Fatherson so 
special. Songs like Kids belie an old head on 
his young shoulders, while Forest reveals 
a soul yearning for connection. Ross nods 
in agreement, “I used to hide my true 
intentions behind fancy imagery, but on this 
album my attitude was, ‘I’m going to tell you 
exactly how I feel, brass tacks.’ If that helps 
us connect, then great, but if not, at least  
I was able to tell someone these things.”  
If you aren’t already acquainted yet, now is 
definitely the time to open your heart up  
to Fatherson.

“WE TRIED TO 
WRITE OUR 

OWN BOHEMIAN 
RHAPSODY” 

FOR FANS OF:

The Xcerts,  
Twin Atlantic,
Moose Blood.
HEAR: Their huge 
new album, Open
Book, out now!
MORE INFO:

Fathersonband.
co.uk
CHECK OUT: 

The epic video  
for Just Past The 
Point Of Breaking.
DON’T MISS: 

Fatherson and loads 
more awesome 
new bands on 
AleAA x Baker’s Fresh 
Blood show on 
Wednesdays 
at 10pm on 
Kerrang! Radio.

WHAT YOU 
NEED TO KNOW

FRESH BLOOD

ROCK’S B
REAKING BANDS



IT’S YOUR ROUND, NEWSTED!
So, @erinrockowitch went for “drinks with

Jason”! Awesome.And it’s reassuring to know

that in these crazy, topsy-turvy times, the big man

looks just like he did when he was in Metallica. 

N E X T W E E K

ISSUE 1631 AUG 06, 2016

DRAW TIME LOW!
“I did an All Time Low picture!” says

@askingjasmine.“This honestly took me

so long to draw.” We’ll bet it did – it’s like thew

colour knob on the TV broke and bright colours

exploded everywhere. We like that.

WELCOME TO

THE BLACK-AND-

WHITE PARADE!
“Charcoal drawing of Frank 

Iero! I hope it’s not too

creepy!” says @my_chem_

art.You can hope all you like,

My ChemArt, if that is your

real name, but this is like

watching Stephen King’s It and

StrangerThings at the same

time. For unsettling us, you’ve

won an awesome Fender 

Stratocaster! Well done!

WINNER!

A CREEPY ENCOUNTER!
“I met Will Gould!” says @Meg_Misery.With a name like

that you do sound like you could be the newest member of

C       bourine? The

TO

SCARE OR
BE SCARED!
“I met the absolute beaut

that is Ash Costello!” We’ll

be honest, @trvgicivn,

you look like she’s startled

you. Look, you’re biting

your nails and everything.

She’s not that scary.

Although maybe she’s just

told you about the weird

jar of teeth she’s got in

her house.You may have 

a point, actually.

WIN! 

TOTALLY HUGGED-OFF!
“I hugged PVRIS, if that counts for anything?”

Well, @sierrabrianna_, it does.With the

value of the pound still in the low registers,

the exchange rate for hugs from PVRIS is

going up, up, up. So, you’re now officially rich.

K!OM
MUNI

TY

IT’S
 YOUR PAGE, YOUR LIF

E!

TICKETS 
+ MERCH!
If you’re not already pumped for seeing Biffy 

Clyro, Fall Out Boy, Sleeping With Sirens 
and loads of other killer bands at Reading & 

Leeds, it’s because you don’t have a ticket yet. 
Well, we’ve got that problem totally solved 
– we’re giving away two pairs of tickets, plus 
merch! Simply share your art, photos of you 
stalking the stars or other visual bants using 

#Kommunity to be in with a chance!

KERRANG!  15
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THE ANSWER IS, UNEQUIVOCALLY, YES. AND IN MORE NUMBERS THAN EVER BEFORE. THE 

ARE YOU STILL
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TCHING?
A

lex Gaskarth, frontman with
adrenalised pop-punk flag bearersAll
Time Low, reckons most bands “live a
chapter or two” between every album
recorded. If this theory’s spot-on,

then the Baltimore quartet –Alex plus guitarist Jack
Barakat, bassist Zack Merrick and drummer Rian
Dawson – have lived an epic potboiler during the time
spent between the recording of sixth studio album
Future Hearts and their forthcoming U.S. tour in
support of blink-182.

Check the sizzle reel: fiveTop 10 album slots including
impressive showings in the UK,U.S.,Canada and
Australia.Almost immediately, Future Hearts became
AllTime Low’s most successful album to date, landing
in 75,000 homes during its first week on sale.Then
there were the shows: standout festival slots at Reading
& Leeds and Download were matched by raucous
arena tours – first in a co-headline jaunt withYou Me
At Six which took in London’s cavernous O2Arena,
and then during their own road trip which concluded
with a sold-out party at the SSEArena,Wembley.During
previous seasons of theAllTime Low story, such story
arcs would have been considered too far-fetched, and
Alex knows it.

“The biggest thing withAllTime Low is the amount of
time in which we’ve been able to keep going,” he says,
having called into Kerrang! from LA.“I think there were
many years when people didn’t take our band seriously.

PAST TWO YEARS HAVE MADE ALL TIME LOW MEGASTARS. THIS IS HOW THEY DID IT…

WORDS: MATT ALLEN PHOTOS: LINDSEY BYRNES



There were times when people were going,‘Oh, they’re
just another fucking pop-punk band.Who gives a shit?
They’ll be g
ourselves at
keeping the
for people to want to keep being part of it.”

ForAlex, this catch-up arrives during a rare moment
of downtime.His band are breaking from what, at times,
must have felt like a never-ending schedule of gigs and
festivals.AllTime Low have done nothing but criss-cross
the globe on the coattails of Future Hearts’ success, and
their stock has never been higher.

“Everybody is thriving,” he says, reassuringly.“It’s good
to be in a position after 12 years where we’re all able
to do the roles in the band and still be friends, as well
as having the best time of our lives every time we step
onstage.Not every band gets to go through that.”

This break seems to be the perfect moment for the
band to take stock of their recent upswing, then.They’ve
done so in style, too,piecing together a documentary
entitled StraightTo DVD
II: Past, PresentAnd Future
Hearts. Set for release on
August 26 and made up of
intimate, behind-the-scenes
footage, Straight To DVD II
features band interviews and
talking-head cameos from
the likes of Mark Hoppus
and Good Charlotte.More
interestingly, it detailsAll
Time Low’s topsy-turvey
journey from frustrated,major-label small fish on 2011’s
Dirty Work, to thrashy,mosh-pit-charging renaissance
men with Future Hearts, via a return-to-form interlude
with the surging guitar pop of Don’t Panic in 2012.

In a sneak peek forwarded to K!, the studio clips and
live footage surrounding the release of Future Hearts
reveal just how much All Time Low have experienced
in the last two years. And it’s been emotional. The
song-work of 2014 earmarked the start of their charge;
the highs of this period, of which we’ll come to later,
were considerable. The lows, meanwhile, were defining.
Although, for the most part, they helped to solidify the
band built on the foundations of tightknit buddydom.
Well, apart from the time Jack got his rucksack nicked
from the tour bus while touring across France.

“Some asshole swiped it,” sighs Alex.“What a
bummer. But it was only material things that were
lost it could have been worse And if that was the

part of what helps us to get through to the next thing.
It’s the glue that holds the band together.”

ging have beenAlex’s brief moments
s revealed on the DVD, the pressure of
’s lyrical output can weigh heavily on him

at times.Between clips of the band hanging out with
occasional co-writers Good Charlotte and demoing
tracks are shots of Future Hearts’ producer, John
Feldmann,firing ping pong balls at the heads of various
band members.Over the homespun footage,Zack
details the struggles endured by his prolific bandmate.

“The writing process, especially for Alex, is a hard 
time because he’s throwing out so much creativity 
and so many emotions,” he says. “By the end of the 
day he’s drained, so it was good to be around him and 
have a positive support system…”

Alex mentions the album recording process as one of 
the few moments in which he experiences self-doubt. 
He is, by his own admission, his “own worst enemy”. He 
also has a “tendency to overthink things” when writing. 

“Shit happens,” he says. “Making 
a record is a weird process.” 

It was during this time that he 
clashed with John Feldmann, the 
renowned studio producer.

“He’s a strong personality,” says 
Alex. “I’m at a point in my career 
where it’s hard for me to sit 
there and take a critical response 
from a producer, like, ‘Dude, this 
isn’t good enough, this sucks!’ It’s 
hard for me to not butt heads

back and not fight for things that I feel are important.
That drove the aggression you hear on some of the
songs.They were fuelled by those little moments.”

LIFE ON THE ROAD
Alex sleeps better on a tour bus.“I love it,” he says.At
times, he wonders if he’s somehow synced his brain
with the unusual harmonies of the road.

“I enjoy bus-life more than a regular bed. It’s a unique
thing. Because we’ve been at it for so long from such a
young age, it feels pretty normal. It doesn’t feel like this
wrenching thing that I know some people experience.”

Handy, too, because All Time Low can be found on the 
road often, and Alex admits his holidays are few and far 
between. Although, at times, he finds it exhausting. 

“Off tour, I’m not relaxing. I’m not sitting on a beach.
I go from tour and into writing rooms and then into
the studio It’s not that it’s hard work it’s not killing me

“IT’S HARD FOR 
ME NOT TO FIGHT 
FOR THINGS I FEEL 
ARE IMPORTANT”

O A L E X  G A S K A R T H O
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ONSTAGE 
SERENADE
THERE’S BEEN SO MANY KILLER  
ALL TIME LOW SHOWS OVER  
THE LAST COUPLE OF YEARS.  
ALEX TAKES A LOOK BACK…

WEMBLEY 20/03/15
“The DVD revolves around that show. We 
were so revved-up to do that gig! It had 
been on sale for six months or something 
and there was a lot of anticipation in 
the room. It felt like an out-of-body 
experience – I flew through that one and 
it went off without a hitch.”

THE O2 13/02/15
“That was the first arena show that 
we had done in the UK. It was a huge 
milestone for us. It was a turning point 
for us as a band in realising what we can 
achieve. It was just incredible in there.”

READING 28/08/15
“That gig is always a blast. It was our fourth or 
fifth time back, and we’ve continued to move up 
the bill and play to a few more people. People go 
there to have a good time. I remember a while 
ago there was us, Limp Bizkit and Mumford & Sons 
all on the same bill, and we all crushed it to the 
same amount of people. It was rad.”

LEEDS 29/08/15
“Leeds is the same thing 
as Reading. A lot of radio 
festivals can have a ‘holier 
than thou’ thing; people go 
to see the headliner, but with 
Radio One and Reading, 
people are genuinely there 
to see everything, which 
makes for a good time. 
Leeds always seems to be 
a little crazier and a little 
muddier than Reading. It’s 
down, dirty and awesome!”

DOWNLOAD 
12/06/16
“It’s a different vibe. 
It’s recognised as more 
of a rock and metal 
fest. So, you know, it’s 
sometimes a situation 
where we’re not close 
to being a metal band. 
We were playing at the 
same time as Rammstein 
and the chillest band 
next to us might have 
been Glassjaw. You 
never know if it’s gonna 
be your crowd. But I’m 
always blown away by UK 
crowds. No-one is there to 
treat a band like shit.”
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TOUR BUS AND CHILL
ALEX GIVES US HIS FIVE FAVOURITE DVDS TO WATCH WHILST OUT ON THE ROAD…

TIM AND ERIC’S BILLION DOLLAR

MOVIE (2012)
“This is utter insanity! We usually

end up watching it at about 3am

when everybody’s had a bit too

much [to drink].”

FOO FIGHTERS: BACK AND

FORTH (2011)
“Truly one of the best stories of

a band’s legacy that I’ve ever

seen. Inspiring.”

BLINK-182: THE URETHRA

CHRONICLES I & II (2000 – 2002)

“These are the docs that inspired

us to film documentaries of our

own. I was just so pumped to see

the side of the band most people don’t  

get to see; the backstage antics, the

travel, the moments between shows.

And they’re hilarious.”

THE FIFTH ELEMENT (1997)

“This is my favourite movie.

I really couldn’t tell you why. I

just love it. I can quote it front

to back.”

AMERICAN PSYCHO (2000)

“My other favourite movie ever.

Not quite as twisted and political

as the book, but when you realise

it’s almost a dark, ironic comedy,

it takes on a whole new light. Try getting a

res at Dorsia now!”
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ger than we are now.You know?We
orting them if we went out on tour.
ns all the time. It’s really not about
he relationships you form and lifting
helping them get to be where they
od Charlotte said,‘Hey, support us!’

ell yeah, let’s do it!’”

ATL: THE FUTURE
with ambition,which has everything to
otional surges of the last two years. In

his girlfriend of 12 years,Lisa Ruocco.
-changing event has diminished his
and.The scale of their relationship
espan of the band, and she’s been a
nce throughout.Despite the strains of

managed to see the world together.
he says.“I’ve married my best friend.

his ride for what it is and we’re having
on’t know if life gets different [with
d to say. I’m sure it has changed me

own up a lot, even for someone to
g me,but I don’t think there’s been a
h who I am as a person. I think time
ing make sense.”
no plans to extend the Gaskarth

nk kids are on the horizon yet,” he
n it comes to his career trajectory,
definitive.His immediate plans are

ing as a songwriter.He’s previously
th the likes of 5 Seconds Of Summer
the role of co-writer and producer
like to do more of in the future,

though he accepts there are one or two hurdles 
to overcome.

“It’s tough to juggle songwriting and a full-time 
touring career,” he says. “I think that’s the next 
step: figuring out how to do it while ultimately 
keep crushing it with All Time Low. We’ll have to 
see, but that’s definitely a long-term goal.”

Though Alex won’t commit to a date just yet, 
there is talk of a new All Time Low album, though 
he stresses it’s only in the planning stages. “Things 
are happening,” he reveals.“I don’t we’re think in
any hurry to do anything too nuts.We’ve never
really slowed down or stopped.There’s always
game-planning, so to speak, and I’m constantly
writing demos I think would work for us and I’ll
email them around to the boys.Whatever we do

next has to be exciting.We’ve put out a lot of records,
so this one needs to really push the boundaries.”

In what way?
“I think we can go a bit more ambitious. There’s 

never really any way of knowing what those things 
are gonna be until you’re there and piecing the record 
together, but I’m up for trying new things. We’ve put 
out a lot of pop-punk songs and a lot of rock songs, so 
it’ll be interesting to see what other dynamics we can 
tap into, but I don’t think we’re gonna change up the 
game completely. It’ll still sound like All Time Low. But 
we could definitely use a new coat of paint.”

When pressed, Alex throws up 2017 as a suitable 
target for their next release. “Who knows what that 
year will hold?” he says. “But we’re not gonna take a 
four-year hiatus.”

As for his hopes for All Time Low,Alex is pretty clear 
on where he sees the band heading. And guess what? It’s 
very much on an upward trajectory.

“I’ve never felt there was a ceiling to what we can 
do,” he says. “I’d like to keep reaching out and seeing if 
we can make this band bigger. That’s really always been 
the ultimate goal. To keep this thing going and keep on 
playing shows for people who wanna see our band. 
Would I like to have a number one record again? Fuck 
yeah! Would I like to sell a million records? Fuck yeah! 

“We always remind ourselves of how lucky we are 
to be in this position – pretty often, actually. It’s weird 
to know that a lot of bands, and all these peers, and 
all these people that we know, some of them have 
remained and some of them haven’t. It’s awesome 
to be in the category that’s still around. I think that, 
through it all, we’ve always done this right. I don’t think 
we’ve been in any bad places with anything or done 
anything to jeopardise what we’ve built, which is a 
really good thing… We’ve never been assholes.”

When it comes to surviving a life in rock, Alex has 
already written the handbook. And then some. On this 
evidence, it could be time to scribble another chapter…

STRAIGHT TO DVD II: PAST, PRESENT, 

AND FUTURE HEARTS IS OUT AUGUST 26

“THE NEXT RECORD
NEEDS TO PUSH
BOUNDARIES…”

O A L E X  G A S K A R T H O

Better watch out, Jack 

– Rian will be after 

your job next…

Alex’ pit-vember 

challenge was 

going well

Wish they’d tell 

us what the hot 

orange stuff is…

Jack was mad about 

the lack of picks on 

his mic stand 

Hands up, 
who thinks Jack 

smells of sausages?
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ROCK’S HARDEST-PARTYING BAND HEAD TO THE WORLD’S 
CRAZIEST FESTIVAL. BUT CAN ASKING ALEXANDRIA SURVIVE 

24 HOURS AT THE GATHERING OF THE JUGGALOS?

WORDS: PAUL TRAVERS  PHOTOS:�FA;C�>9F;@=J$�F9L=��A?GJ��KEAL@
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NEW WORLD
DISORDER!

THE WILDEST (JUGGALO-FREE) 
PLACES AA HAVE ROCKED

SOUTH AFRICA

JAMES:“When
we were in South Africa,
Johannesburg was a really
fucking mental gig for us. It
was our first time there and
we were expecting a good
show.We’d never been to this
country, let alone this city.We
get there and there’s 2,500
people, it’s sold out. It was
just fucking nuts. It wasn’t that
something over-the-top crazy
happened,it was just nuts
for us to go to a country we’d
never been to before and get
such a reaction.”

AUSTRALIA

JAMES:“We were on
tour with The Amity Affliction
and we were playing a show
in Brisbane.The venue had
a balcony that wasn’t super-
high, so you could jump off it
into the crowd and potentially
be okay.We got everyone
to jump off the balcony into
the crowd and that was a bit
mental. I think there were
about five or six ambulances
called to the venue. Some
people got hurt, but it was
properly fucking nuts.”

ARGENTINA

BEN: “We were in 
Argentina with Chelsea 
Grin and we had paid 
for the whole floor of the 
hotel, which we turned 
into a huge party. Shit got 

out-of-hand and when we 
tried to pay for the damage, 
they said, ‘We don’t want your 
money, we want punishment!’ 
We were told the police were 
on their way to arrest Chelsea 
Grin. It turns out they were so 
pissed about me smashing 
the TV in their room, they 
wanted to arrest them. I 
thought I was going to be put 
in jail in Argentina. It turned 
out they didn’t have the right 
warrant or whatever, but I was 
genuinely shitting myself.”

THE PHILIPPINES

BEN: “The first time 
we played the Philippines 
was a co-headliner with 
Bullet For My Valentine, and 
22,000 people turned up. The 
show was mental, then we 
went out to what we thought 
was a titty bar but it turned 
out to be a brothel. It felt 
horrible and degrading. I’ve 
never paid for sex in my life – 
and instead, I ended  
up singing Sisqó’s Thong 
Song on karaoke with  
a prostitute.”

A

ASKING ALEXANDRIA PLAY THE UK – AND 

THE READING & LEEDS FESTIVALS – THIS 

AUGUST. SEE THE GIG GUIDE FOR INFO
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D
ecember 12, 2013, is a date Joey 
Jordison will never, ever forget. It was 
the day when the biggest metal band 
of a generation – one which the 
drummer was integral in establishing 

– announced with “great pain but quiet respect” 
that he would no longer be serving within their 
ranks. After a long two weeks, perhaps the longest 
of his life, Joey broke his silence in the golden 
dawn of a new year, emphatically declaring that he 
did not quit Slipknot and “would never abandon it, 
or my fans”. Three years on, their old #1 swears 
the very same.

“I’m telling you from my heart: I never gave up 
on music,” he reasons today, all the way from 
his home in Iowa. “I don’t bullshit anyone. I don’t 
give a fuck any more. Music is my lifeblood. Just 
like my family, my lady, my cats. You never give up 
on those things, ever.”

As Slipknot soldiered on into their Gray Chapter, 
eventually revealing replacement Jay Weinberg 
behind the kit, their original sticksman grew 
increasingly estranged and the months ticked on by. 
Though the now-defunct 
Scar The Martyr became 
his primary focus after 
the parting of ways, we’d 
have to wait another 
three years to find out 
what really went down.

J
ust last month, Joey 
revealed he had 
been left unable to 

play due to transverse myelitis – a neurological 
condition that occurs when an inflamed spinal 
cord forces the loss of myelin nerve coating, thus 
decreasing electrical conductivity in the central 
nervous system. In layman’s terms, he was living 
in a world of pain.

“But even when I was unable to walk,” he 
explains, “I knew there were still people worse 
off than me. When you are stricken with 
something, you realise life is a gift. Cherish it 
while you have it, and fight to live it the best 
you can. There’s nothing you cannot do. Nothing 
can beat you. Be careful who your friends are, 
because there are some weird fuckers out there 
and they can tear you down quick.” 

Whether he’s referring to his ex-bandmates is 
anyone’s guess, but right now Joey has his sights 
set on pastures new. This month welcomes his 
debut offering with Sinsaenum – a transatlantic 

supergroup started by Frédéric Leclercq of 
DragonForce, with Mayhem legend Attila Csihar 
co-fronting the project alongside Dååth’s 
Sean Zatorsky, as well as recruiting Loudblast 
guitarist Stéphane Buriez and Seth’s Heimoth 
on bass. It harks back to a death metal of old, 
when bloodcurdling symphonies and nefarious 
intentions reigned with virtue.

“The first time I properly met Joey was on the 
Rockstar Mayhem tour,” remembers guitarist 
Frédéric, from his native France. “I saw Paul 
Gray and he said, ‘Hey, man, I’m the bass player 
in Slipknot,’ and I was like, ‘No you’re not!’ He 
started laughing and said if he took me to 
his dressing room, I had to buy him a beer. 
Joey was there, and after a few nights we 
discovered we had the same love for 
death metal. We decided that, one day, 
we’d do this evil band together… 

“At some point in 2013, Joey sent 
me a text just saying, ‘Morbid Angel.’ 
(Laughs) I replied, ‘Speaking of death 
metal, I have these songs written with 

Stéphane 
on board…’ 
He thought they 
were killer and 
asked who was playing 
drums. I explained we 
didn’t have anyone and 
he was like, ‘I’m in!’”

“This was literally a 
meeting of the minds,” 
agrees Joey. “Never 

judge a fuckin’ book by its cover: DragonForce are 
one of the greatest power metal bands of all time, 
but Fréd’s death metal knowledge is just like mine. 
He is such a persistent worker, he was on my ass, 
I just couldn’t evade the guy whatsoever. When I 
heard these songs, I called him up instantly, like, 
‘Dude, I’m booking the fucking studio NOW!’”

Bearing in mind the logistics of a new project 
spanning from Eastern Europe all the way across 
the pond, the band members recorded remotely 
– sending their tracks to master orchestrator 
Frédéric. They wouldn’t find themselves actually in 
a room together ’til months later, while rehearsing 
and filming videos at a coal power plant some 
90km outside the Hungarian capital of Budapest. 
Counting into first single Army Of Chaos, Joey felt 
something surge within him. Looking around, the 
feeling was very much mutual. A band was born.

“I faced down at my snare, closed my eyes and 

“BOTH OF MY 
NEW BANDS 

SAVED MY LIFE!”
O J O E Y  J O R D I S O N O
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RECRUITED THE GUY ON THE  

RIGHT TO DRUM IN SINSAENUM  

AND HELPED HIM THROUGH HELL…
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Everybody got the 

‘all black everything’ 

memo here

SINSAENUM

hammered that hi-hat harder than I ever have in 
my life,” he grins. “It was fucking over! This was 
something that needed to happen – we didn’t 
want it, we needed it. Even with all the other 
bands, everyone is on-point and ready for this.”

“Obviously it’s not easy to get us all together 
in the same room,” admits Frédéric. “That’s 
something we’re very aware of, but it doesn’t 
matter. I’m already working on album number 
two – this is not like a supergroup that does 
one album and then says, ‘Goodbye!’”

B
est of all for Joey Jordison, his health 
struggles are now a thing of the past. 
The 41-year-old musician has been given 

the all-clear from his doctors and lives his life 
with a new-found focus on fitness and wellbeing. 
By no longer bearing the burden of why 
events transpired as they did with Slipknot, his 
conscience remains clear furthermore.

“I went through a huge fucking crazy scare 
and I beat it,” offers Joey, his voice charged 
with emotion. “Both of my new bands [Joey 
is also playing in heavy metal band VIMIC] 
saved my life. All the other people that have 

helped me get back on my feet in the gym, the 
doctors, my lady… they all saved me.”

Naturally, it didn’t take much guesswork to 
deduce his new bandmate had sailed through 
stormy seas – Frédéric making it abundantly 

clear that if Joey ever needed to talk, there 
would always be an ear listening, but if he 
wasn’t asked about past struggles, it wasn’t 
because no-one cared.

“To me, helping Joey was actually not talking 
about anything that would upset him,” says the 
Sinsaenum founder. “I would see something  
on the internet and send him a text to check 
he was okay, but never ask direct questions.  
I just wanted to cheer him up and send jokes, 
maybe show him a different side of life.”

And who knows, maybe those little jokes 
played a big part in getting one of the greatest 
drummers in metal history back on his drum 
stool and playing music again…

“Everyone around me kicked my ass – 
without them, I wouldn’t be where I am,” 
admits Joey. “But I had to do it myself. I had to 
save my own life. It feels like I’ve grown up tons. 
Graduation is a weird word – it’s more like I 
jumped onto a bigger plane and I’m in first class 
right now. Hell, I’m flying the fucking plane and 
having a great time doing it!”

It’s sure been a turbulent flight, but with Joey 
back in the cockpit, he can rest assured knowing 
the keys to his future are finally back in his hands.

SINSAENUM’S DEBUT ALBUM, 

ECHOES OF THE TORTURED,  

IS OUT NOW VIA EARMUSIC

MEET THE BAND… THE CAST OF SINSAENUM  
CONTAINS MORE STARS THAN  
JUST JOEY AND FRED…

ATTAA ILA CSIHAR (VOCALS)
Joey Jordison: 
“This guy is 
not just my 

friend and bandmate, 
this guy is a fucking 
legend. He is the 
master voice of a 
genre that is totally 
unbeatable. There is 
no fucking bullshit 
with that guy, there’s 
not a lie in him. He’s 
this creative, avant-
garde, black metal 
enigma! He’s insane, 
but in a good way.”

SEAN ZATAA ORSKY (VOCALS)
Joey: “We’d 
met before, 
and when 

Fred mentioned 
having dual vocalists, 
I suggested Attila. 
We needed the right 
people to pull this 
off, otherwise there 
would have been no 
point doing it. Sean 
has the most brutal 
death metal voice 
– in loudness and 
projection – I’ve 
ever heard.”

TÉPHANE BURIE EZEE  (GUITAR)
Frédéric 
Leclercq: 
“He plays 

in a band called 
Loudblast. He’s one of 
my best friends and 
the reason why I listen 
to death metal. I saw 
him on TV years ago 
and thought, ‘What the 
fuck is that horrible 
noise.’ And then two 
months later I was 
all like, ‘Fuck yeah, 
Loudblast, Pestinence 
and Morbid Angel!’”

HEIMOTH (BASS)
Joey: “Heimoth 
is from the 
French black 

metal band Seth. 
We met through 
Stéphane and he’s 
a really cool guy. I 
remember seeing Seth 
in a magazine and 
Heimoth’s face was in 
it looking really evil 
(laughs). I have respect 
for everyone in this 
band, the fact they 
accepted my vision 
makes me happy.”

THIS MAN

IS BACK ON TOP AFTER LOSING  

SLIPKNOT AND HIS GOOD HEALTH.  

TOGETHER, THEY’RE HERE TO SAVE METAL…
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N
ot that the solitary bloke quietly
rummaging through the racks of East
London’s LoveVinyl realises it, but one
of the biggest rising UK rock bands has
just walked through the door.To be fair,

nothing about the men that comprise Moose Blood
screams ROCKSTAR! Singer/guitarist Eddy Brewerton
and his bandmates – guitarist Mark Osborne,bassist
KyleTodd and drummer Glenn Harvey – look utterly,
remarkably… well… normal.

But that’s not to say their music is.With their
extraordinary second album,Blush, they’ve just
released one of 2016’s best albums.Strangely, though,
considering it’s a record that confirms their reputation
as a band who leave no emotional stone unturned,
their quiet disposition offstage makes you wonder:
how much do we really know about Moose Blood?

That’s why we’ve decided to spend a day with them
record-shopping – and it turns out there’s a lot worse
ways of getting to know someone.You can learn a
lot from Moose Blood by the records they gravitate
towards.Flicking through the punk and post-hardcore
sections, they hail a variety of favourites fromAttila and
Cradle Of Fifth to Death Cab For Cutie,Taking Back
Sunday and Jimmy EatWorld.

Moose Blood, too,have fast become a band to truly
obsess over.This wasn’t part of a grand plan – there
are noAndy Biersack-like tactics for world domination.
All of their success is down to,well, being one of us.

“When me and Mark write the lyrics, we really do 
write about things that actually happen,” Eddy explains. 
“It’s just our lives that we write about – it’s not like 
we’re making anything up. We don’t try to twist any 
metaphors, we just write straightforward lyrics. I think 
a lot of the subjects we cover are universal in some 
way. I think it is just life; that’s what we talk about, that’s 
why [our songs are] relatable.”

This is underselling it somewhat. Many are 
touting Moose Blood – alongside Milk Teeth and 
Creeper – as heading up an emo revival.But then
that might be a bit too simplistic. Moose Blood ar
doing something much more important…

A
t one point today in the record store, the
conversation veers to the topic of musica
heroes. For Eddy, there is, without questio

one lyricist that he holds in the highest regard:
Brand New’s Jesse Lacey.

“His lyrics are incredibly open,” Eddy says on
The Devil And God Are Raging Inside Me album in
particular. “He writes lyrics that I wish I could.Tha
record is incredible.”

And yet, for many,Moose Blood have been very
much on a course to rub shoulders with their icons
since unleashing their 2014 debut, I’ll KeepYou In Mind,
FromTimeToTime – a record drenched in raw feeling.
It was so effective that many of their biggest influences
are now paying attention.

“I remember Mark and Eddy having a conversation
with [Taking Back Sunday frontman]Adam Lazzara
and he said his brother put them onto us, and we
just thought it was mad,” beams Kyle.“You can’t
comprehend it whatsoever.”

Given that debut’s huge success, it was always going
to be a tough act to follow.

“We were really nervous about putting anything new
out because there’s a comparison now with the last

record,” Eddy says.“We didn’t want to put the same
record out twice.”

That Blush is not the same has everything to do with 
the fact they’re no longer living the same lives.Blush’s
irresistible opener,Pastel, is Eddy’s open letter to his
wife and stepdaughter, as he reflects on growing up
and being there for his newly-formed family.

“A lot has changed since writing some of the songs
from the first record. I’m married now and I’ve had to

grow up. I love being married and I love having a
little one,” he says, smiling.“Our lives have changed
because we tour so much, so [Blush] is about that
and the effects it has on our relationships, friendships
and family.”

But that raises another question, too:how are they
coping with all the attention?

H
ype may surround all things Moose
Blood right now,but that’s not getting to
them.For one, they’re too damn modest.

“I don’t class myself as a musician,” offers Mark.
“I just play in a band,but I never feel good enough
to say I’m a musician. I feel like I’ve been very
lucky that I happen to play in a band that people
like.Or I’m just a really bad [musician].”

Put it to Eddy that many fans are touting him
as the best lyricist out there in 2016, and his
modesty springs into life.

“I’m really proud of the words that we’ve
written,but I wouldn’t say I’m the best.”

Whether he is up there with Rivers Cuomo,
one thing that’s undeniable is that Moose Blood
are challenging rock notions of masculinity.Emo is
an important word to them,not a dirty one.

“I think it’s a great word,” offers Mark.“It’s so
childish that people use it as a dirty word,but it’s not.
If people want to call us emo, that’s absolutely fine.”

“There no shame in that at all,” Eddy adds.“If there
is [a stigma], there shouldn’t be. Emo has never gone 
away, so I’ve never changed my opinion on it.”

And while Eddy is passionate about writing songs
from the heart,he finds overwhelming inspiration in
the fact that people the world over are proactively
seeking comfort in Moose Blood’s music.

“[Mental health] is tough to talk about,but anyone
ng through anything should have someone to talk
If anyone would listen to one of our records and
d it helps them, that’s incredible.”
f one thing is pretty much guaranteed in 2016,
that Moose Blood’s music is going to help more
ople,especially with the band set to play their
ggest headline tour ever in October.
Whoever said you had to be sad to be emo,eh?
“I have nothing to complain about,” says Eddy.“I
ave a great family and great friends. I get the best
f both worlds. I’m more than happy with how
appy I am.”

BLUSH IS OUT AUGUST 5 VIA

HOPELESS. MOOSE BLOOD TOUR IN

OCTOBER – SEE THE GIG GUIDE

FI ING
EMO

“I NEVER FEEL GOOD 
ENOUGH TO SAY  
I’M A MUSICIAN” 

M A R K  O S B O R N E

THEY MIGHT BE SET FOR STARDOM AS THE LEADERS OF ROCK’S NEW WAVE, BUT 
MOOSE BLOOD WON’T EVER LOSE SIGHT OF WHAT THEIR HEARTS TELL THEM…

I

N
T E R V I E
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“Nope, they don’t have the Jurassic

Park III soundtrack, either, lads”38 KERRANG!



HOWEMO ARE

THREE SAD SCENARIOS 
– BUT WOULD MOOSE 

BLOOD ACT WITH EMO-
LIKE SENSITIVITY?

1) YOU WAKE UP AND YOUR 
PET CAT HAS LEFT YOU…
MARK: “I don’t have a cat but, when 
I was on holiday, I had a dream that 
my brother sold his rabbit – which 
I love and I take care of all the 
time – for £3,000. I was having this 
dream and I thought it was real; I 

was devastated, and when I woke 
up, I kept feeling a bit funny, like 
it had happened. So, if I had a cat 
and it went off, I’d be devastated.”
EDDY: “I did [have a cat] and 
then we had to give it away; it was 
terrible, and I was really upset 
about it for a while.”

2) WHILE YOU ARE OUT 
WALKING, YOU FIND A DEAD 
BABY BIRD IN A BUSH…
EDDY: “Terrible. I’d probably 
bury it.”
MARK: “I’d probably poke it with a 
stick just to make sure it was dead. 
If it’s a baby bird, then they’ve 
probably been dropped or they’ve 
tried to have a little fly and they 
can’t do it. Heartbreaking.”
GLENN: “This is a grim story, but I 

was riding a bike through  
Central Park in New York, and  
I went past this massive tree.  
A chipmunk fell out of the tree, 
landed square on its head and 
died. I was mortified – I didn’t 
know what to do!”

3) DUE TO INTERACTION WITH 
A MYSTERIOUS RADIOACTIVE 
SUBSTANCE, YOU ARE GIVEN 
A SUPERPOWER OF SORTS: 
EVERYWHERE YOU GO FOR THE 
REST OF YOUR LIFE, AS WELL 
AS HUMANS, YOU CAN SEE 
GHOSTS OF EVERYONE WHO’S 
EVER DIED. AND THEY ARE  
ALL CRYING…
GLENN: “Wow.”
MARK: “I’ve got absolutely no 
response at all…”

Blood Brothers: Kyle Todd (bass), Mark 

Osborne (guitar), Eddy Brewerton (vocals/

guitar) and Glenn Harvey (drums)
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That was the last time we

left Hellions alone in the

Kerrang! art cupboard
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U
m,are those dudes gonna beat each other
up now?’”

As far as first introductions go,when
Dre Faivre first witnessed a mosh-pit, you
could say that he had a few questions.

“I was quite late coming to this world, I guess,” the
frontman smiles today.“I didn’t go to my first punk
show until I was 18 years old. I had some friends that
I was hanging out with and skating with, and one day
one of them said to me,‘Do you want to come to this
show? My friends are in this band… I don’t know if
you’ll enjoy it, but give it a chance and come down?’”

The son of a father who“lived for the blues – B.B.
King, all the greats” and brother to siblings that
schooled him in R&B and hip-hop, the world of
hardcore was like another planet altogether for the
Sydney native.“The closest thing to it that I used to
listen to was RageAgainstThe Machine,” he laughs.“But
that was only ’cause they had that hip-hop flavour; that
something… funky about them.”

Given the diversity of the soundtrack to his young
life, it’s little surprise that, eight years on from that first
mosh-pit experience,Dre should now be fronting a
band with a make-up as colourful as the paint dripping
from the quintet’s heads for their Kerrang! photoshoot.
The world of Hellions is one awash with invention.
Punk, rock, emo,pop and more bleed into one another
with abandon and without apology, no idea off the table,
no combination too outlandish, no experiment too wild.

“Sometimes we listen back to stuff we record ands
are like,‘Nah, that could be a bit too wild,’” Dre laughs.

And yet, that Hellions sound like no other band in
rock today is, in part, a direct result of the fact that, in
their life of yesteryear as hardcore bandThe Bride
(in which Dre,drummerAnthony Caruso and
guitarist Matthew Gravolin played), they sounded
much like anyone else.

“It was a bit ‘eat, sleep, repeat’,” comes Dre’s
diplomatic approach to explaining why Hellions
took the place ofThe Bride in 2013.“Hardcore
music has its limits.You have people who say:
‘Hardcore has to be this and not this,’ and that’s the
dumbest thing I’ve ever heard.We didn’t want to be
confined to one genre.”

Dre points to My Chemical Romance,whose pomp
and theatre is etched across Hellions’ own music.

“They were one of the most insane bands I’ve
ever heard.They went left, then right, then down th
middle, then threw in some weird cabaret stuff.
They covered five different genres.e

“I just wanted Hellions to feel…” Dre
 reaches for the right word. “Like we could let 
our wild side go anywhere…”

I
n the end,unlocking their constraints and letting
that wild side roam free (“We’re like an animal that
gets out at night,” Dre chuckles) has meant that the

five members that make up Hellions – completed by
guitarist Josh Campiao and bassist Chris Moretti – have 
realised a potential that makes them one of rock’s 
most talked-about new names. Their first two years 
of existence yielded two albums (2013’s Die Young 
and 2015’s Indian Summer, the latter deserving of the 
wide-eyed praise that met it), shows that spread across 
Europe like an inkblot across a map and even a Kerrang! 
Award Best International Newcomer nomination. And 
now, their third year has seen the unveiling of their most 
progressive, ambitious and fully-realised work of all. 

To attempt to pick apart the complex, often abstract
layers that comprise Opera Oblivia, released 
this past Friday, is enough to drive anyone – 
and probably even its creators – insane. Its 
10 songs weave through a loose narrative 
(structured, not to mention, like an opera) 
that makes bedfellows of all of life’s
moments that leave us delighted, disillusioned
and despondent.

It doesn’t, truth be told, always make
sense.Yet it doesn’t always need to.Because
to pick at disparate individual moments is
to do an injustice to the collective whole,
where the record’s message resonates with
deafening clarity: the world in which we live,
for all its darkness and desperation, is a place
worth fighting for.Worth investing in.Worth
flooding with creativity and individualism.
‘We are each unique, but we are equal’, as

album-closer 25 announces, later echoing: ‘Everyone
must pave their own way /We have to change, and if we
don’t,we’ll suffocate’.

“The world is a scary place right now,” Dre begins.
“You can’t tell what’s around the corner.But that, in
itself, is what makes life worth living.We should never beg
scared. We need to open the window each morning and 
be present in the day. You can’t fight hate with hate. Yes, 
there’s a lot of darkness, but with darkness exists light.”

So, where does the light exist in a song such as He 
Without Sin, which deals with abuses in the Church?

“That’s probably the darkest song we’ve ever 
written,” nods Dre. “Yes, it’s about the Church, but 
it’s more about abuses of power in general. About 
those who use their position to belittle people

who feel they don’t have a voice. But we are
not voiceless, and it’s
important that we fight
back. I feel like that hardcore
world we came from is built
on certain values – family,
community, respect and love.
And [by embracing them], we
can have a positive impact on
the world, every day.”

When Opera Oblivia was
announced to the world earlier
this year, it was done so via
its lead single,Quality Of Life.
The track’s video, soaked in
colour, sees the band perform
in a warehouse space while a
downtrodden woman dreams of
a young girl dancing jubilantly with
them.‘If you want to be creative,
stay in part a child’, flickers a
message across the screen.

‘Don’t feel obliged to live a
life you never wanted to’, sings
Dre. ‘You could be happy, if you
wanted to be’.

“It’s the spirit of Hellions
– our way of thinking,” Dre
acknowledges with a smile.“Be
yourself, take life by the horns,
find joy in everything, try to affect
the world in a positive way, and
every day, ride on.”

It’s a journey that might just
change your life, after all.

HELLIONS’ OPERA OBLIVIA

IS OUT NOW VIA UNFD

RAGE AGAINST
THE MACHINE –
SELF-TITLED
“RATM were the first
band I listened to that
infused hip-hop with
punk. I found myself
glued to their raw and
in-your-face antics!”

WU-TANG CLAN
– ENTER THE
WU-TANG
(36 CHAMBERS)
“Growing up similarly
in a cultural sense, this
group and their songs
were anthems for myself
and my family.”

BAD BRAINS –
BANNED IN D.C.
“My whole family is black
apart from myself and
my brother, so this album 
taught me that hardcore 
was for everyone,whether
they’re
black or white!”

 FLASH 
FLOOD F

IN A WORLD FULL OF DARKNESS, AUSSIE GENRE-BENDERS HELLIONS ARE 
BRINGING THE LIGHT. HERE, FRONTMAN DRE FAIVRE TELLS US HOW…

WORDS: SAM COARE PHOTOS: EMMA VIOLA LILJA

“‘

“THE WORLD 
IS A SCARY 
PLACE RIGHT 
NOW…”
O D R E  F A I V R E O

DRE ON THE THREE
ALBUMS THAT SHAPED
HIS MUSICAL TASTES…

A NIGHT AT THE

ITUNES 

The kids at the nursery 

were freakishly tall
KERRANG!  41
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THE SONGTHAT REMINDS ME OF HOME IS…

FEELS SO GOOD
CHUCK MANGIONE
“This is a really big song where I’m from in Rochester,
NewYork. It’s like the town’s theme song.They’ve got

this big sound system in downtown
Rochester and they seem to play
this song over it 24/7. I think a lot
of people don’t know who Chuck
Mangione is,but in Rochester you
learn at a young age.That’s our song.
When you hear it, you swell up with
pride.You’re like,‘I’m from there –
the home of Kodak, the home of
Xerox, the home of technology.’”
FIND IT: Feels So Good (1977)

MY FAVOURITE SONG GROWING UPWAS…

DISCO DUCK
RICK DEES AND HIS
CAST OF IDIOTS
“Donald Duck is the lead singer on this track, and what
a performance! It’s a take on the whole Saturday Night
Fever thing.Donald chimes in and it’s hard to tell what
he’s talking about due to his very pronounced speech
impediment!This song was a big hit at my birthday party
when I turned five or six.
I had a bunch of friends
round,we put Disco Duck
on, then we started tearing
up that carpet. I knew how
to get a party started at a
young age.”
FIND IT:The Original
Disco Duck (1976)

THE HARDEST MASTODON SONGTO

PLAY LIVE IS…

CAPILLARIAN CREST
MASTODON
“I’ve nailed most of our songs over time,but this is still
tricky. It’s got a lot of different parts, time signatures
and changes.When we first started playing it live, it was
as if you had to take a deep breath before you started
playing, and let it out again when you were done,wiping
your brow. I’m sure I’ve messed it up a few times!”
FIND IT: Blood Mountain (2006)

THIS WEEK:BRANN DAILOR, MASTODON

THE SONGS THAT

WE’VE SEEN SOME PRETTY WEIRD SONG SELECTIONS OVER THE YEARS. BUT
NOTHING QUITE AS BANANAS AS WHAT MASTODON’S DRUMMER HAS ON HIS

STEREO. AND THE THING IS, HE’S NOT EVEN TAKING THE PISS…
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THE SONG I WISH I’D WRITTEN IS…

DON’T STOP BELIEVIN'
JOURNEY
“It’s one of the only songs that could come on in 
any bar, anywhere in the world – Japan, Cambodia, 
Jordan, wherever – and everyone will at least try 
to sing the words and have
that connection. I feel like 
it’s a wonderful example of
how powerful music really 
can be. And it’s fuckin’ 
Journey that were able 
to bridge that! It must be 
such a great feeling to have
written it. It shows just 
how similar everyone is. In
every human, there’s this 
evocative reaction to music
and art. You’re in a bar 
and you just hear the first 
piano chords, and everyone
just goes, ‘Aw shiiit!’” 
FIND IT: Escape (1981) 
 
THE HEAVIEST SONG EVER WRITTEN IS…

REQUIEM
MOZART
“My relationship with Mozart started the same 
way a lot of kids my age did, when Amadeus came 
out and was this huge movie. I got into Mozart 
from that movie. I wanted to hear everything he'd 
done. But I didn’t like everything. I just gravitated 
towards the Requiem because it was so heavy. 
At the time I was really into the tribute album to 
[late Ozzy guitarist] Randy Rhoads. Randy was a 
classic guitarist who was instrumental in ushering 
that classical influence into metal, and Mozart was 
the first CD I ever bought. Shortly after my sister 
died [in 1990, when Brann was 15], I moved in 
with my dad in New York City, and I went down to 
Tower Records and bought Requiem on CD. It’s a 
beautiful, emotionally heavy piece of music. It was 
an emotional time for me, so I’d put it on and revel 
in it. I don’t know why people do it, but sometimes 
you want to sit and stew in that horrible feeling. 
You don’t want to listen to happy music, because 
you’re not happy. You’ve got to deal with it. Some of 
the riffs on there are like death metal!” 
FIND IT: Amadeus OST (1984) 

A SECRET ABOUT ONE OF  

MASTODON’S SONGS IS… 

CREATURE LIVES
MASTODON
“I don’t know if people know this or not, but if you 
turn your stereo all the way up at the end of the 

song, you’ll be able to hear 
a cat purring. That’s my cat, 
Dr. Fluff, who had cancer 
and died during the writing 
and making of The Hunter. I 
had a little recording of him 
purring, so I put it in at the 
end. But it’s buried way down 
in the mix, so you’ll need to 
have it up loud to hear it. I 
loved Dr. Fluff, he was the 
first cat my wife and I got 
together, and then that little 
fucker went and died young 

on us! I thought that was a nice Easter egg!” 
FIND IT: The Hunter (2011) 
 
THE SONG THAT MAKES ME WANT  

TO STAGE-DIVE IS… 

ALTAR OF SACRIFICE
SLAYER
“When you hear that opening riff it’s like, ‘Oh shit, I’m 
in!’ I didn’t get to see Slayer when they toured early 
on – I was just a little too young. But I had Reign In 
Blood when it came out and I loved it. It had that 
evil and that darkness, and I was sure that they were 
the real deal. Reign In Blood is a perfect album. I have 
this memory of raking leaves in my grandmother’s 
backyard and getting these four extension cables and 
the boom box out there. I got so evil while making 
that leaf pile! To this day, I just can’t not headbang to 
this song. It occupies the same emotional place that 
Mozart does with the Requiem. When you hear  
those lyrics – ‘Learn the sacred words of praise,  
HAIL SATAN!’ – it’s just like, ‘YEEEAH!’” 
FIND IT: Reign In Blood (1986) 
 

“I BURIED MY 
DEAD CAT IN 

A MASTODON 
SONG MIX...”

BRANN DAILOR
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THE SONG I’D MOST LIKE 

TO COVER IS… 

FIRE ON HIGH
ELECTRIC LIGHT
ORCHESTRA
“When I was a kid, there was this amusement 
park called Seabreeze, and they had a thing called 
the Gyrosphere inside this big dome. They played 
these slides of giant space creatures and monsters, 
and they played Fire On High. It was just so cool. I 
remember being a kid and not knowing the song, 
and calling my local radio station to ask them to play 
the song from the Gyrosphere. They’d always be 
like, ‘No, it’s, like, 10 minutes long!’ I was so bummed 
out, and they wouldn’t even tell me what the song 
was. I didn’t find out until I got the internet and 
researched it. Jeff Lynne [ELO mainman] walked past 
me at the GRAMMYs once and I was just like, ‘This 
guy! All these other clowns can get out of here!’” 
FIND IT: Face The Music (1975) 
 
MY WORK-OUT SONG IS… 

MANIAC
MICHAEL SEMBELLO
“It’s from the movie Flashdance, and it speaks to my 
heart. It’s just a really awesome song! It deserves 

to be where it is in the annals of music 
history. Michael Sembello actually 
worked with Stevie Wonder for many 
years and was a writer on [classic Stevie 

Wonder album] Songs In the Key Of Life, 
but the planets really aligned for him on this one. It 
just gets me pumped. It makes me want to pick up 
heavy stuff, then put it back down! Kettlebells, man!” 
FIND IT: Bossa Nova Hotel (1983) 
 
THE SONG YOU WOULDN’T EXPECT TO 

FIND ON MY IPOD IS… 

LAST FRIDAY NIGHT 
(T.G.I.F.)
KATY PERRY
“I just remember my wife pulling it up on YouTube 
and watching it over and over again. It’s one of 
those ‘Play it again!’ tracks. It’s a fun party song, and 
[saxophone legend] Kenny G’s [in the video]. What’s 
not to love? I’ll sing along to it, I don’t care who’s 
looking. Is it a song I can listen to with Mastodon? 
Sure! Mastodon are always ready to drop everything 
on the bus for a pants-off, dance-off party! USA 
smoke machine! Glitterball! It’s all good!” 
FIND IT: Teenage Dream (2010)
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THE SONG THAT MADE ME WANT  

TO BE A MUSICIAN WAS…

CAN YOU PICTURE THAT?
DR. TEETH AND THE 
ELECTRIC MAYHEM
“I was a big fan of Animal [from The Muppets] when 
I was a kid. He was a beast. And he made you want 
to play the drums because he was the one having the 
most fun. He could pretty much get away with anything, 
and he’d do these drum solos where he’d knock 
everything over and it’d all blow-up. Of course, he had 
to be chained-up from time to time, but, y’know, who 
doesn’t? I think every drummer has a little bit of Animal 
in them. Drumming lived up to my expectations. Every 
drum solo I did when I was, like, six years old was just 
an Animal rip-off. I’d kick my drum set over and light 
it on fire. Back when I was a kid and I was upset and 
frustrated, my mom would just be like, ‘Play your  
drums, don’t take it out on the refrigerator door!’” 
FIND IT: The Muppet Movie: Original Soundtrack 
Recording (1979)



 NEED TO BE WORKINg 
L THE TIME, BECAUSE…
 the past, if I didn’t book a movie 
r wasn’t writing well enough, I’d 
come very depressed. That makes 
e sound a bit like a petulant child 
 getting what I want, but it actually 
ected me deeply. If I worked really 
d for something and it didn’t work 
ut, there would be a good month 
r two where I’d take time off and 
appear. Mentally, it wasn’t good for 
e to do that, so I decided to work 
e whole time. I’ve done more in 
 last two years than I’ve ever done 

before, and I feel great!”
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JAMIE’S THE COOLEST NEW

ROCKSTAR IN BRITAIN. AND

HE CAN PLAY TROMBONE…

ANATOMY OF 

A ROCKSTAR

I REALLY LOVE TO…
“Surf. I’ve surfed some amazing 
places. The water off Namibia is 

fantastic, but it’s full of bull sharks, 
and off Cape Town there’s great 
whites. Once when I was there, I 
was sat on my board waiting for a 
wave and suddenly this black thing 
jumped over it. I thought, ‘That’s 

it, I’m dead!’ It turned out to be a 
seal. I weed in my wetsuit!”

WORKING IN
HOLLYWOOD IS…

“Interesting, and I try to do it my 
way. I’ve been fortunate to work on 
some huge things but remain on the 

periphery of them, because being 
able to look at the leads and what’s 
happening around them is a blessing. 

You can get wrapped up in that world, 
but for me there’s got to be that five 
per cent of naughtiness, where people 
ask, ‘Is he taking himself seriously or is 

he taking the piss?’”

THE WAY I KEEP FIT IS…

THE PEOPLE WHO HAVE
MOST INSPIRED ME ARE…

I SING AND PLAY GUITAR 
IN COUNTERFEIT BUT…

GETTING INTO
PERFORMING AT AN 

EARLY AGE TAUGHT ME…
“To switch off the fear of being 

judged. I also had to accept that for 
every person that likes you, there 
will be someone who doesn’t. It’s 
so easy when you’re a kid to get 

wrapped up in what people think of 
you, because you’re judging yourself 
as it is. I still get very nervous before 
any kind of performing I enter into, 

but I don’t let it stop me.”

BEFORE I DIE I 
REALLY WANT TO…

YOU MIGHT NOT 
KNOW IT, BUT…

JAMIE 

CAMPBELL 

BOWER
COUNTERFEIT

“I WEED IN MY 
WETSUIT BECAUSE  

OF A SEAL…”
O�JAMIE CAMPBELL BOWER O
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KKKKK = CLASSIC

KKKK = EXCELLENT

KKK = GOOD

KK = AVERAGE

K = POOR

RAT INGS

Mark remained unfazed 

by the weird purple mist 

descending behind him
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San Diego’s fancy

dress shops were big

on Billy Idol outfits

DON’T CALL it a comeback – tonight
is a rebirth and a homecoming all
rolled into one for blink-182.Actually,
tonight was meant to be, but such was

demand, an extra date at their local basketball
arena was added for last night. It all chimes
nicely with the fact that upon release, new album

California – blink’s first with Alkaline
Trio frontman Matt Skiba filling the
vacant sneakers of Tom DeLonge –
sailed straight to Number One on

both sides of the Atlantic, and blink
are once again operating as a slick,
sharp pop-punk machine.And here,
back where they came from, 12,000
close, personal friends loudly say
‘fuck yes’ to blink 2016 tonight.

Up first,The All-American Rejects.

REJUVENATED POP-PUNK

KINGS DAZZLE AT MASSIVE

HOMETOWN SHOW
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PLUS: A DAY TO REMEMBER,
THE ALL-AMERICAN REJECTS

VIEJAS ARENA,  
SAN DIEGO. 22 07.16

KKKKK

Frontman Tyson Ritter and guitarist Mike Kennerty
are on fire, with Tyson seeming possessed by the
music, as they bust through Dirty Little Secret and
GivesYou Hell.A few mosh-pits start surfacing, but
the best is yet to come.

Tonight, a lot of people are here to see A Day
To Remember.The excitement is definitely in the
air, and when the band finally appear with a blast
of colourful lights and mega screens behind them
projecting the words ‘Let’s Go!’ from opening
anthem The Downfall Of Us All, it’s pandemonium.
Within the first three songs, frontman Jeremy
McKinnon transforms theViejas Arena into a
battleground, and when he screams ‘Fight!’ to
start 2nd Sucks, it seems that every single person
in front of the stage is either jumping or crowd-
surfing. Paranoia starts the biggest circle-pit of
the night, while the semi-acoustic If It Means A
Lot ToYou sees Jeremy calming things down,
ordering folk to “put anything 
that lights up in the fuckin’ air”! 
A triumph.

But if A Day To Remember 
are a triumph, you need to find 
an even bigger, grander adjective 
for blink-182 tonight. They’ve 
brought with them a light show 
more usually associated with a 
prog-rock extravaganza than a 
punk band, and an abundance of 
pyrotechnics that are pure Mötley 
Crüe. But for all the grandeur, 
this is still blink, and they emerge 
onstage in front of, naturally, a 
big, burning ‘FUCK’ sign. Clearly, 
though some things can change and 
become more ambitious, some things stay
very much the same.

The biggest, most obvious change is Matt Skiba. 
But as the band launch into an opening one-two 
of Feeling This and What’s My Age Again?, there’s 
no sign of looseness onstage, or anything other 
than pure love from the audience. He takes the 
lead singing most of the songs, all without trying to 
be a copycat, while Travis Barker delivers his usual 
breakneck performance and Mark Hoppus keeps 
things focused on the music rather than cracking 
his usual jokes. But this is a blink who feel whole – 
not as a two-legged horse with a hired hand, but a 

full band, and a re-energised
one at that.

This confidence stretches
to the set list, where
almost half of California
appears, with BoredTo

Death already sounding like
an enormous classic (although, weirdly, San Diego,
the song, is noticeable by its absence). But it’s when
they pile through older material – especially just
about anything from Enema Of The State – that 
blink really explode. Dumpweed, Dysentery Gary 
and a genuinely victorious All The Small Things in the 
encore send all 12,000 people here absolutely nuts. 

As they bow out with a final, storming rendition of 
Dammit, blink basically put the full stop on tonight’s 
two-hour declaration that they’re still the kings of 
pop-punk. Some things may be different, but, against 
the odds, some things are as perfect as they always 
were. Now, lads, when you get a sec, how about you 
bring some of this goodness over to the UK, eh? 

A-AR really needed to 

learn about putting red 

shirts in the white washing

Clearly, it was 

ADTR’s guitar 

tech’s day off

HOW WAS IT 

FOR YOU?
SEEMS EVERYONE ENJOYED IT. EXCEPT FOR THAT 

‘NOT PLAYING SAN DIEGO IN SAN DIEGO’ THING

“BLINK-182
WAS A NIGHT

TO REMEMBER!”
@RICHIE ALLEN

“NOTHING LIKE
FRONT AND

CENTRE IN SAN
DIEGO WATCHING

BLINK-182. SUCH AN
AWESOME SHOW!”

@TRAVDAVISMUSIC

“OKAAAAAY, HOW DOES BLINK-182 COMEOUT WITH A SONG CALLED SAN DIEGO AND NOT EVEN PLAY IT AT THEIR CONCERT IN SAN DIEGO?”
@TROVATOCARLY

“I’M IN SAN DIEGO, 
BLINK-182 IS FROM SAN 
DIEGO AND THEY HAVE A 

NEW GOOD SONG CALLED 
SAN DIEGO, AND THEY DIDN’T 

PLAY IT. I’M MAD”
@MARKELLLE

“TURNS OUT 
THAT @BLINK182 

DID COME BACK TO 
SAN DIEGO, AND 
BOY AM I HAPPY 

THEY DID”
@SELINA_WEBSTER
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MOTE PARK, MAIDSTONE. 23 – 24.07.16

RAMBLE ON! ROCK TAKES TO THE PARK IN SUNNY KENT FOR 
TWO DAYS OF LEGENDS, LAUGHS AND LOUDNESS
WORDS: RYAN COOPER, NICK RUSKELL  PHOTOS: CHRIS CASEY

RAMBLIN’ MAN

SATURDAY
Q SET IN a park in the shadow of the green North Downs 
in Kent, and boasting a line-up of genuine rock legends, as 
well as rising stars, Ramblin’ Man Fair looks good on paper. 
But it’s even better in practice, because the sun’s making up 
for its absence from the rest of the summer’s festivals by 
putting in a double shift. As the heat rises, Brit psych-heads 
PURSON (KKKK) radiate pure cool. Frontwoman Rosalie 
Cunningham in on particularly groovy form as she leads the 
band through the stomping Electric Landlady, and from under 
the shade of one of the park’s many trees, it’s hard to think of 
a more apt setting for this be-flared band than this. Reformed 
Bradford rockers TERRORVISION (KKK) are a trip back 
to the ‘90s with Brit-rock hits like Perseverence and Some 
People Say, while GINGER WILDHEART (KKKK) and 
his big, shiny choruses gleam as brightly as the sunshine. 

A huge crowd gathers for EUROPE (KKKK), all of 
whom know that The Final Countdown is actually one of 
their more middling songs, and they’ve got plenty of other 

bangers in their canon. But it’s THIN LIZZY (KKKK) 

who truly set things ablaze. Thirty years after the death of 
frontman Phil Lynott, The Boys Are Back In Town, Emerald 
and Whisky In The Jar (featuring Ultravox man and bloke 
who wrote Do They Know It’s Christmas? Midge Ure  
on guest guitar) still thrust into your ears with the same  
twinkly, Irish charm. 

Talking of thrusting, though, WHITESNAKE (KKKKK) 

frontman/rock’s answer to Roger Moore, David Coverdale, 
does so with so much enthusiasm, he must warm up pre-gig 
with a mixture of honey tea and Viagra. Still Of  
The Night, Here I Go Again and the innuendo-tastic  
Slide It In are muscular, smooth-
talking rock anthems that in the 
balmy heat of this evening are 
irresistable. The lengthy guitar/
drum/bass solos are annoying, but 
when The Cov wails, there really 
is nothing quite like it.

Nobody was sure  

what band David 

Coverdale was in

Kent’s traffic lights 

were awesome



Joel O’Keeffe was really 

precious about keeping 

his shoes clean
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STAR SHOUT!

JOEL 
O’KEEFFE
 (AIRBOURNE, 

VOCALS/GUITAR)

HOW WAS 

RAMBLIN’ MAN 

FOR YOU, SIR?

“Oh, mate, it was a 
ripper. It was cool 
to come and play 
something like 
this. Sun and beers 
– what could be 
better, right?”

YOU’VE BEEN 

IN THE STUDIO. 

DOES IT FEEL 

GOOD TO BE 

CLIMBING ON 

STAGES AGAIN?

“Yeah! Just to be 
onstage again feels 
great. Recording’s 
cool, but there’s no 
feeling like getting 
onstage and rocking 
out. Have I ever 
slipped? Oh yeah, 
I’ve had some real 
near-misses, I’ve 
ended up hanging 
by a thread 30-feet 
up, but I’ve never 
come down yet!”

ISSUE 1631 AUG 6, 2016

SUNDAY
Q HEAPS OF sun lotion isn’t the only answer, oh 
no – THE ANSWER (KKK), the band, get the day 
underway with their Led Zep-tinged Into The Gutter. 
Closing on two songs from forthcoming album Solas 
ends things on a subdued note, though. One that THE 

CADILLAC THREE (KKK) don’t struggle to follow, 
with their Southern rock encapsulating what Ramblin’ 
Man Fair is all about. 

It’s up to AIRBOURNE (KKKK), then, to inject 
some energy into the heat-sapped throng. The tried-
and-tested formula the Aussies operate on may be a 
predictable affair – beer cans cracked open on frontman 
Joel O’Keeffe’s head, a climb up the stage-rigging 
resulting in being told off by ‘the man’ and the run 
through the crowd on a road crew member’s shoulders 
– but it’s dumb fun with a killer soundtrack; with latest 
single Breakin’ Outta Hell a particular highlight.

They may have been on more reunion/farewell tours 

than a ’90s boyband, but THUNDER’s (KKKK) 
inability to bring things to a final conclusion is something 
every person bellowing their hearts out to Love Walked 
In is very pleased about. Even frontman Danny Bowes’ 
‘dad dancing’ is top-drawer.  

You’re headlining your first-ever festival. Your backdrop 
and a load of gear doesn’t turn up. What do you do? 
Well, BLACK STONE CHERRY (KKKK) – flying 
in specially for this show – convert those negatives into 
one of the most passionate sets they’ll probably ever 
play, opening with a one-two of Me And Mary Jane and 
Blind Man. The instruction during Things My Father Said 
to “picture the person you love the most in the world 
that you lost and sing this for them”, to the backdrop of 
fireworks in the distance, is something truly magical. That 
and paying homage to the late, great Lemmy with a closing 
storm through Ace Of Spades. It may not be the stupidly 
tight set we’ve come to expect from BSC, but it all feels 
like something special. Until next year, Ramblin’ Man. 

Black Stone Cherry: so 

loud Chris Robertson 

needed a second mic



YEARS AGO, if you were to ask
someone to name a big Australian
band not called AC/DC, they’d
probably mention Crowded House.

Formed in Melbourne but actually from New
Zealand, they’re most famous for penning
omnipresent hitWeatherWithYou, which with the
lyric ‘Julius Caesar and the Roman Empire couldn’t
conquer the blue sky’ suggested that however
accomplished you might appear, some obstacles are
insurmountable. I BringTheWeatherWith Me, the
opening track toThe Amity Affliction’s fifth album,
is a significantly stormier beast of a song. Heralded
by a tolling funereal bell, it finds vocalist Joel
Birch facing off against similarly intangible forces,
namely his demons and depression.The result is
a track that could demolish a house (crowded
or otherwise), while illustrating why this lot are
leading from the front of the burgeoning Aussie
invasion, with the likes of Hellions, Buried In

Verona and Northlane following close behind.
The success thatThe Amity Affliction have 

enjoyed since 2014’s LetThe OceanTake Me, 
becoming huge arena-conquerors in Australia, hasn’t
brightened Joel’s outlook.They say the darkest 
hour is just before the dawn, and while it’s certainly
hard to believe that sentiments such as ‘Our tears
become rivers / Swimming in our own private hell’
(the title-track) and ‘No love could fucking save
me’ (Blood In My Mouth) could be bested in the
bleakness stakes, the deeper these lyrics dig into the
darkness the better.Then again, the more bassist/
clean vocalist Ahren Stringer’s melodies break over
the horizon and soar into the light, the greater 
the impact, with the surprisingly lovely All Fucked 
Up being a prime example. Rarely has the Amity 
pill been more bitter, and seldom has the sugar 
it’s served with been sweeter, and in making these
polar extremes more extreme, this is a notably 
bolder effort than its excellent predecessor.

What makes it better is the songwriting.While
the quality of the band’s output has been consistent
during their 13-year career, their personnel haven’t,
with incrementally different line-ups recording each
of their five albums.With the departure of guitarist
Troy Brady in 2014, that leaves Joel,Ahren, guitarist
Dan Brown and drummer Ryan Burt, whose
chemistry fortifies the foundations of the musical
goalposts, rather than moving them. Listening to the
epic one-two of Some Friends andWishbone (the
latter about Joel’s infant son) confirms it’s a move
that’s yielded superior fare.

For an album that’s so honest,This Could Be
Heartbreak’s title is misleading.This is heartbreak,
andThe Amity Affliction have rendered it more
magnificently than ever.
DOWNLOAD: I Bring The Weather With Me,
This Could Be Heartbreak.
FOR FANS OF: Parkway Drive, Of Mice & Men.
JAMES HICKIE

L A A (ROADRUNNER)

KKKK
AUSTRALIAN METALCORE HEROES STRIKE 
GOLD ON PERSONAL-BEST FIFTH ALBUM

THE AMITY 
AFFLICTION
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CROWN THE EMPIRE
RETROGRADE (RISE)

KKKK

POST-HARDCORE’S BRIGHT HOPES FREE THEMSELVES
FROM CONCEPT CONFINES AND EMBRACE REALITYT

TRACK

TRACK
BY

1
SK-68

CrownThe Empire may
have done away with the
usual nightmarish,dystopian
concepts for their third
full-length,but this eerie,
piano-driven intro hints that
the theatrics that have come
to colour the band’s hooky
metalcore are still close by.

2
ARE YOU COMINGC

WITHW MH E?

The first track properr
deliberately takes the slow,
scenic route to its call-to-
arms chorus.The signs point
to a band confident enough
to toy with their listener.

3
ZEROZ

Unbound from the
confines of a fixed concept
narrative, there’s a creative
looseness in the five-piece’s
flow,as this belter goes
absolutely planetary.

4
AFTERMATH

Few bands right now
are steering a path between
metalcore steeliness and
moments of pop bliss as well
as this. It’s likeAlex Gaskarth
and CoreyTaylor sharing one
brain and voice.

5
HOLOGRAMH

A whirlwind track so
absorbing it practically sticks
a tiny flag in your cerebrum.
Consider yourself conquered.

6
THET FE EARF IR SI RS EAL

An industrial,orchestralr
psyche-out – there’s that 
drama again.

7
LUCKY US

The balance tilts, and forf
the first time a dark, digital 
heaviness overwhelms the 
melodic brightness.

8
WEIGHTW OT FO TF HET WE ORLDW

Normal order is restoredr
as Andy Leo’s sweet vocals 
dominate a bombastic tune.

9
SIGNSS OS FO LF IFE

‘I fill these bones with
hollow promises / I can feel
the world outside under
my skin’. So,CTE’s switch to’
real-life subject matter on this 
record sure hasn’t eroded 
away any lyrical potency.

10
OXYGENY

An experiment with
a celestial minimal departure.,
It feels like somebody turned 
off the gravity. 

11
KALEIDOSCOPEK

Like true showmen,o
they save their flashiest, most 
stylistically loaded encounter 
for last. It embodies the
fact that this is no less of
a captivating saga for its
personal angles, and in
sharpening their hooks,CTE
have only proved just how
ambitious and skilled they are.
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THIS ALBUM IS MOSTLY MADE UP OF…

45%
Metalcore

crunch

21%
Hooks

19%
Showmanship

15%
Real feelings

THE TITLE-TRACK ASKS

WHETHER YOU’LL BE

MISSED IN DEATH. DO

YOU OFTEN ASK THAT?

“They are questions I 
ask myself in everyday 
life – that’s just a part 
of depression. When I 
write songs, it’s a place 
where I can let some of 
the crazy shit in my head 
out, because you can’t 
just come out with that 

kind of thing in a daily
conversation – ‘Oh, just
thinking: if I died right now,
would anyone miss me?’
It’s part of the struggle.”

THE ALBUM

DEALS WITH YOUR

ALCOHOLISM. HOW

ARE YOU NOW?

“I’ve stopped drinking 
since we finished 
recording the album – it’s 
been just over four months 
now and I feel pretty good 
about it. I made a real 
decision for a real reason. 
The alcoholism and the 

depression really do go
hand in hand.”

WHAT DOYOU HOPE

LISTENERS GOING

THROUGH THE SAME

THINGS ASYOU WILL

TAKE FROM THIS?

“I really hope that they can
see where I’m at now and 
draw hope from that. The 
album is pretty bleak, but 
the result of hitting that 
rock bottom is not bleak – 
it’s the polar opposite. So, I 
hope that people can pull 
themselves out of it, like I 
have done.”

THE INSIDER

JOEL BIRCH
(VOCALS)

“THIS IS WHERE I LET 
THE CRAZY SH*T IN 
MY HEAD OUT…” 

JOEL BIRCH
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AS METAL historians

will tell you,California’s

Metal Blade Records

were the first people to

sign a young,hopeful

act by the name of

Metallica.And over

the years, the label has

earned a re tion for

being on m cutting

edge thanks to bands

like Cannibal Corpse,

Primordial,Amon

Amarth and loads more.

This month, they’ve got

a raft of killer bands

from the underground,

all dealing in varying

shades of steel.

NECROMANCING

THE STONE’s JEWEL

OFTHEVILE (KKKK),

for instance, is a

stomping bit of razor-

sharp trad metal that

FEAR OF LIFE (RUN FOR COVER)

KKK
EXPERIMENTALISM A-GO-GO ON CALI PUNKS’
SECOND FORAY INTO THE UNKNOWN

Q YOU’VE GOTY to
have a lot of nerve to
bookend your album
with eight-minute long
tracks. But, then again,
this record shouldn’t
even exist. Bay Area

sextet Creative Adult spent two turbulent
years on their second album, sometimes
not speaking to each other for months and
recording in separate locations. But when
they pull together, they pull off audacious
flights of brutish punk into jangly pop, via
psychic meltdowns. RealityTunnel sounds likeT
The Cure and Dead Kennedys got stuck in a
lift together, while KnowWho degenerates
from ’80s guitar pop into maddening
feedback loops. It’s Marmite stuff, but if you
like your punk rock on the weird side, then
you’ve nothing to fear – just take the ride.
DOWNLOAD: Charged.
FOR FANS OF: No Devotion,The Cure.
JAMES MACKINNON

DESCENDENTS
HYPERCAFFIUM SPAZZINATE (EPITAPH)

KKKK
A LESSON IN PURE POP-PUNK EXCELLENCE
FROM THE BRAINY SO-CAL PUNK LEGENDS

Q LIKE FE ELLOWO
California punk veteransf
Bad Religion,Manhattan
Beach goofballs
Descendents boast among
their ranks a very qualified
science nerd (frontman

Dr MiloAukerman is a microbiologist and
former plant researcher).And like Bad Religion,
they’re owed a very big drink by Green Day,r
The Offspring,N, OFX blink-182,Weezer and,
basically any other punky band big on melody
and smart lyrics for showing them how to
do it.Milo may have recently left the science
world to concentrate on music full-time,
but he and his band remain as dorky as ever
on Hypercaffium Spazzinate,with On Paper
detailing the frontman’s problems finding a lady
(‘I’m not so easy on the eye / It’s been said(
my face can make an onion cry’) even though’’
he has ‘A perfect credit score .He’s chipper,
though, and this is a bouncy romp through pop-
punk by the absolute masters of the art.
DOWNLOAD: On Paper.
FOR FANS OF: NOFX, Green Day.
NICK RUSKELL

ROONEY
WASHED AWAY (SUPERBALL)

KKK
LA POWER-POPPERS ALMOST OUT-WEEZER
WEEZER ON FIRST ALBUM IN SIX YEARS

Q SOMETIMESYOUY
just need music in yourd
life that makes you want
to pogo like a nutter
while smiling like an
utter goon.Washed
Away is pretty much

LYRIC OF
THEWEEK

‘Why is love so
disastrous?’A

question far too
big to answer
in such a short
space, Death

Spells.You may
have more luck
sending it in to
Dear Deidre at
The Sun, to be
honest. This is

her whole area.
BAND:

Death Spells
SONG:

Why Is Love
So Disastrous?

ALBUM:

Nothing Above,
Nothing Below

SLEEVE OF
THEWEEK

Prog-metallers
The Dear Hunter

are branching
out with the

artwork on their
new album Act
V: Hymns With

The Devil In
Confessional.
They’ve got
a tree with

doors in it. It
represents, well,
the way into the
middle of a tree,

we suppose.

VIDEOOF
THEWEEK

CIRCLES,

PIERCE THE VEIL

As Vic Fuentes
told us a few
weeks back,
the Circles

video is about
bravery in the

face of horror. It
sees Vic and co
checking into a
haunted hotel
run by a weird
monster bloke
and having the
pants scared
off them. And

doing some truly
frightful acting.

the ideal accompaniment for such bouncy
moments, for this is seriously bouncy stuff.
Channelling the best of ’90s alt.rock,mainman
Robert Schwartzman may well have looted
Rivers Cuomo’s brain given how wonderfully
Weezer-y it gets. Even when in more plaintive
territory – as on the sleepy strum ofTime
Alone – the hooks are merciless, and the
dirty bass thump of My Heart Beats 4 U and
the effervescent liveliness ofAllThe Beautiful
People are as good as anything Mr Cuomo has
put his name to in the last few years.
DOWNLOAD: All The Beautiful People
FOR FANS OF: Weezer, Bayside.
DAN SLESSOR

THE BRAVE
EPOCH (UNFD)D

KKKK
BRISBANE BRUISERS SHOWCASE OZ-CORE
PUNCH WITH STADIUM AMBITIONS

Q AS THE Amity
Affliction have proved,
Aussie metalcore is
hot as Hell right now. It
seems almost as if we’re
getting killer new bands
from ‘Breakdown-Under’

every week. Problem is, in a scene already
dominated by behemoths like Parkway
Drive and Amity, where can the latest
batch of newcomers carve a niche? Credit
to Brisbane lot The Brave for targetinga
‘The Top’. Spearheaded bT y ear-catchingly
dynamic vocalist Nathan Toussaint, songsT
like the emotive Searchlights (inspired
by the sudden loss of Nathan’s cousin in
2007), the incendiary IgnitedYouth and
the powerfully affirmative Dreamless (with
Northlane’s Marcus Bridge popping-in to
add considerable heft) use concrete ’core
influence as foundation for a grander whole.
From iconic artwork to piercing melody
and impassioned ethos,The Brave are a big-
picture band. So, go on, have a look.
DOWNLOAD: Break Free, Searchlights.
FOR FANS OF: Hellions, Parkway Drive.
SAM LAW

THE DEAD DAISIES
MAKE SOME NOISE (SPITFIRE/SPV)

KKK
B-LIST HARD ROCKERS STAY AIRBORNE
DESPITE REVOLVING-DOOR LINE-UP

QWHEN HE’S not
flyingWorldWar II
fighters from the aircraft
collection he owns in
Australia, guitarist David
Lowy tours the world
withThe Dead Daisies.

We’re happy for him and not at all jealous, of
course.Over the three albums recorded by
this hirsute, tight-trousered band,David and
bassist Marco Mendoza are the only constant
members, and Make Some Noise is the first to
feature ex-Whitesnake guitarist DougAldrich,
whose yowling, nimble-fingered theatrics
certainly stand out.While it’s built on solid
foundations,The Dead Daisies are content
to rock out – grinning in eager, headbanging
happiness – rather than do anything different
with classic rock.You might feel like you’ve
heard it all before.Then again,when it’s this,
decent,why not hear it lots more times?
DOWNLOAD: Mainline.
FOR FANS OF: Sixx:A.M.,Thin Lizzy.
STEVE BEEBEE

STEVEN TYLER
WE’RE ALL SOMEBODY FROM
SOMEWHERE (BIG MACHINEMM )E

KKK
AEROSMITH FRONTMAN GOES A LITTLE
BIT COUNTRY ON DEBUT SOLO ALBUM

Q STEVENTYLER’S fame
is so deeply embedded in
the DNA ofAerosmith
that it’s difficult to imagine
him ever escaping its
shadow.And so, although
many of the songs here

are presented differently from the band with
which he made his name, the fingerprints of
one ofAmerica’s finest rock bands are present
and correct.But away from the stripped-down
monster-balladry of ItAin’t Easy, under hisy
own wing Steven is capable of a few surprises,
not least in the form of the gator-skinned
swamp-blues of (Hold On)Won’t Let Go.
An innovative cover ofAerosmith’s towering
Janie’s GotA Gun is also included rounding,
out an unexpectedly intriguing listen.
DOWNLOAD: Red,White &You.
FOR FANS OF: Aerosmith, Rival Sons.
IAN WINWOOD

KKKK = CLASSIC KKKK = EXCELLENTK KKK = GOODK KK =K AVERAGE K = POORK

METAL
BLADE
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sounds like Megadeth

and Anthrax hooked

up to a generator.

REVOCATION, 

meanwhile, weigh in 

with GREAT IS OUR 

SIN (KKKK), packed 

with mosh-ready 

attacks that make 

Lamb Of God sound 

slightly out of shape 

by comparison. It’s 

absolutely vicious 

stuff, and something 

of a gem waiting to be 

discovered by fans of 

chugging, thrashing 

modern metal. Finally, 

we have fantastic 

U.S. prog-metallers 

HAMMERS OF 

MISFORTUNE with 

DEAD REVOLUTION 

(KKKK). Somehow 

putting one foot in the 

past and the other in a

sci-fi future, they feel

classic and brand-new

all at the same time. 

Fans of Iron Maiden’s 

more recent stuff will 

almost cry with joy 

when they hear it, it’s 

that good. All three are

great works by three 

very different metal 

bands, and all three 

are another victory for

a label who continue 

to keep the metal 

underground loaded 

with goodness.

1
5SOS – GIRLS 

TALK BOYS 
Have you gone 
Ghostbusters 
nuts yet? WHY 
NOT?! Sort that 
out right now 
by sticking this 
massive tune off 
the soundtrack 
in your ears.

2 ALTERNATIVE 

MEDICINE 

– THE GREAT 

ESCAPE 
Neck Deep’s Ben 
Barlow pops up 
here to lend his 
pipes to this slice 
of killer Japanese 
pop-punk. Take a 
dose of this!

3  KING 810 – I 

AINT GOIN 

BACK AGAIN 
David Gunn 
returns to 
remind us all that 
he’s the darkest, 
heaviest rapper 
in the world.

4
BILLY 

TALENT – 

AFRAID OF 

HEIGHTS 

Afraid of heights? 
Get down off that 
big chorus, then, 
you silly men.

5  NOFX –  

SIX YEARS 

ON DOPE 
Ninety seconds 
of raging, snotty 
punk greatness 
from the masters.
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Twisted Sister

STAY HUNGRY
(ATLANTIC, 1984)

HOW AN ODDBALL METAL BAND STUCK IT
TO THE MAN IN THEIR FINEST HOUR…
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TARJA
THE SHADOW SELF (EARMUSIC)

KKK
NIGHTWISH’S EX-VOCALIST PROVES
SHE’S STILL THE QUEEN OF BIG NOTES

Q�SINCE HER, let’s 
call it ultra-unamicable, 
departure from Nightwish 
in 2005, Tarja Turunen 
has delivered excellent 
(My Winter Storm) and 
underwhelming (What 

Lies Beneath) solo albums. The Shadow Self, 
her fifth, is a bit of both. It stakes its claim with 
opener Innocence, one of the most urgent 
post-Nightwish exercises she’s done, wailing 
her siren call over surging guitars and plinking 
plonking pianos. Sadly, Tarja has the diligence 
of a soon-to-be-fired quality control inspector. 
Demon’s In You starts off like Primus and soon 
descends into budget Megadeth riffs. There’s 
even a comedy bonus track that has her singing 
about making a hit single over dance beats. No, 
that is not a joke. Thankfully, elsewhere, Tarja’s 
on fire with No Bitter End and sad-face closer 
Too Many serving up choruses that Nightwish 
probably would kill for in 2016.
DOWNLOAD: No Bitter End, Too Many.
FOR FANS OF: Nightwish, Delain.
GEORGE GARNER

DINOSAUR JR.
GIVE A GLIMPSE OF WHAT YER NOT
(JAJ GJAJ GUWARW )R

KKKK
GRUNGE’S LORDS OF ALL THAT IS LOUD
CONTINUE TO RESIST EXTINCTION

Q�BEFORE ANYONE 
started using the word 
‘grunge’, Dinosaur Jr. 
had already defined 
the genre. The weary, 
melancholic vocals of J 
Mascis encapsulated the 

ennui of Generation X slackerdom, even as 
his coruscating guitar solos blew minds. With 
their 30th birthday now behind them, this 
reminds us how life-affirming their music can 
still be. If Goin Down and Tiny highlight the 
sweet rush of Dino Jr. at their jangly, direct 
best, other tunes reveal their true range. So, 
I Walk For Miles is haunted by the spectre 
of doom, while Left/Right weaves in folky 
melodies courtesy of bassist Lou Barlow, but 
neither sound like anybody but them. 
DOWNLOAD: Goin Down.
FOR FANS OF: Mudhoney, Pixies.
STEVE BEEBEE

WHEN YOU look at the 
cover of Twisted Sister’s 1984 
masterpiece, frontman Dee 
Snider is a man possessed. 

Clutching a bloody bone and screaming into 
the camera, he was the quintessential rockstar 
from Hell. It’s no wonder that the newly 
formed busybodies of censorship, the Parents 
Music Resource Center, took one look and 
decided he was exactly the kind of person 
their children should not be listening to.

But how wrong they were. The spirit and 
message of future metal classics like I Wanna 
Rock, We’re Not Gonna Take It and The Price 
were exactly what young, impressionable 
minds could benefit from – heralding the 
heavy metal values of dogged perseverance 
and self-empowerment. So much so, it ruffled 
the feathers of the powers that be and gave 
them their new public enemy number one, 
even inviting the singer to appear before 
Congress to defend rock against obscenity 
accusations. As they prepare to play their final 
UK show at Bloodstock on August 12, Dee 
looks back on one of metal’s finest hours…

WHAT WAS LIFE LIKE FOR THE BAND 

WHEN MAKING THIS ALBUM?

DEE SNIDER (VOCALS):  “When I wrote it, 
Twisted Sister were flat broke at the lowest 
point of our career. I had a one-room flat, 
was married with a baby, living on borrowed 
money. If people say that’s the album when we 
sold out and went commercial or mainstream, 
I couldn’t have been more broke or inspired! 
It was considered a failure in the UK, but in 
Europe I was being hailed as a conquering 
hero. I would go from Stockholm where 
I was in the Presidential suite of the best 
hotel, then when I arrived in London I’d 
get a cab to a shitty B&B. Every interview, 
even Kerrang!, was about the failure of
this album. When I was done doing that, I
called my manager saying,‘They need me
in Stockholm, fucking get me on a plane,
man!’ They flew me first class back to my
presidential suite where I was courting

royalty and signing autographs for [tennis 
champion] Björn Borg!”

THEN THE PMRC GOT WIND OF YOU…

“Yeah. They saw me as one of the 
poster children of what was wrong with 
rock’n’roll, and it was because of how I 
looked. When they asked me to come 
and testify, they were expecting the court 
jester, someone they could make a fool out 
of. They had no idea I could actually speak 
English fluently!”

HOW DID IT FEEL GOING UP  

AGAINST THEM?

“It felt like I was carrying the flag into 
battle for all the metalheads and rockers 
out there so we could rise against this 
bullshit. But I got there and found myself 
standing alone! My peers for the most part 
laid low and waited for the dust to settle. 
I remember Alice Cooper asking me, ‘Why 
did you defend yourself? I would have just 
thrown myself at the mercy of the court 
and said it was all true!’ But Alice is the 
king of ‘no publicity is bad publicity’. So, it 
was really disheartening that I stood tall, 
alone, but over time I’ve got incredible 
accolades for doing that.”

IS CENSORSHIP STILL AN ONGOING 

ISSUE IN THE MODERN WORLD?

“It is. To be fair to the conservative 
politicians of the world, we, the creatives, 
keep pushing it. Look at the lyrical content 
they were objecting to back then and 
compare it to gangster rap or Cannibal 
Corpse lyrics, they pale in comparison! 
Stuff like Prince’s Darling Nikki are nothing 
compared to the brutality of lyrics today. 
Censorship is ongoing, partially because 
every time they give in and let up, we, the
artists, try to push it even further still.”

Kerrang! Radio play
it all at 10pm, August 4!

“WE CARRIED A FLAG INTO 
BATTLE FOR METALHEADS…” 

DEE SNIDER
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It’s getting hot in here,said Nelly,so take off all
your clothes.Yes,but it’s also nearlyAutumn,
so get prepared with this Evarose jumper.

£25 Evarose.bigcartel.com

The man on this Basement tee doesn t
look very well.This happens to K!’s

Sam Coare when he sees snakes, too.
£14.90 Uk.kingsroadmerch.com

Lovely lads, the 5SOS boys, but
they’re terrible for setting fire to

foxes. Run, Basil, run!
£12 Store.universalmusic.com/5so

You don’t need two kidneys.You
do, however, need to own your

own bouncy castle.
£899 Bouncycastlesales.com

LikeTheVampire Diaries? Like sleeping?
These throw blankets kill two of the
undead with one,um,bit of cotton.

$54.95 (£42)Wbshop.com

A newT-shirt from the mighty 
Witchsorrow.There is no light! 

Only fire!
£10Witchsorrow.bigcartel.com

When Rick Grimes gets really old,
he might like these zombie slippers.

“Coral! Coral! Get my slippers,Coral!”
£20 Firebox.com

Look, if you’re going to spend your money on one thing this
week, come to the Kerrang! office and take us all to Legoland

for the day. But if you’re going to spend it on anything else,
nothing matters more than this BRAND-NEW MCRT-shirt.

$19.99 (£15) Mychemicalromance.warnerbrosrecords.com

MU$T
HA

ALL THE BEST GEAR FROM THE FOUR
CORNERS OF PLANET ROCK AND BEYOND!

d of neato merch coming out around the release of
Suicide Squad.This,Harley Quinn’s iconicT-shirt, is the best way to

look fashionable while bashing someone’s head in with a baseball bat.
£19.99 Merchoid.com

Did you see Doe in Fresh Blood last week? Did they 
become your new favourite band? Do you want your torso to

tell the world as much?
£8 Doetheband.bigcartel.com

We wish Iron Maiden would give us a go on Ed Force One.
Idea: round up loads of metal-obsessed ants and send them on

the trip of a lifetime in this desk-sized replica model.
£45.60 Ironmaiden.com

FRONT

BACK
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Out Boy stickers
make our heart go pop.Ow.We’re dead.

But even ghosts love stickers!
£3 13 E

It’s a rule of 2016 that every band has
to have a tie dyeT-shirt.This is Real

Is there any end to Lynn Gunn’s t
Great with a pair of clippers, not

  

IT’S THE COOLEST NEW SHOWON TELEVISION. AND,
PERHAPS, THE COOLEST NEW T-SHIRT IN YOURWAW RDROBE…

These nameT-shirts exist for
Slayer,Weezer,Green Day and
pretty much any band worth
their salt.This lists the names
of the gang.How ace would
Eleven be fronting a band? 

Riot grrrl, obvz.
£13.31 Etsy.com

ThisT-shirt sports the poster
for the show. Eeeesh, the
children of Hawkins treat

their bicycles terribly.Hope
they got themselves a Halfords 

warranty plan.
£20 Redbubble.com

One of the things we love about
StrangerThings is the show’s
awesome early-’80s aesthetic.
Okay, there’s not much heavy

metal, and an awful lot of dreamy
synth. But there’s a monster in it. 
And monsters are metal as fuck.

£20 99 Redbubble.com

w when Joyce is trying
to speak to ‘dead’Will via the

Christmas lights?We tried doing
that with Jimi Hendrix once.

Turns out he hates Christmas.
Grumpy Jimi. 

£18 Redbubble.com

Electricity is one helluva
important thing to the people

of Hawkins. Bonus win: if you’re
Justin Hawkins from

The Darkness, you can wear
this if you ever decide to

o   electrician.

As after-school hobbies g
Club is a pretty cool thing to do.
Wonder if you can get Kerrang!
Radio on one of those big radio
things? Probably.Kerrang! Radio

has the power of ROCKC .
£15.66 Etsy.com

Before there was Pokémon GO,
there were Pogs.All the fun, none

of the Pidgeys.
$19.99 (£15)Amazon.com

K! Designer Sophie really likes 
thisT-shirt.She also likes beer and

Imagine Dragons.
£15 Staycloseclothing.com

If youre going on holiday,maybe to Mordor or,even worse,
Cleethorpes, you’ll need a cool suitcase.Look no further than this

awesome sugar skull effort.
$142.50 – $200 (£108 – £153)Aliexpress.com
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HEY, FRANK! WE’RE GLAD TO 
HAVE YOU COMING OUR WAY 
AGAIN – IS IT EXCITING FOR 
YOU TO BE HEADING OVER HERE 

WITH A WHOLE NEW BAND?
FRANK IERO (VOCALS): “Oh my god, yeah – 
absolutely! I love new bands and new projects, 
it keeps everything fresh and fun. Though this 
is gonna be new, at the same time the record 
has taken what feels like a lifetime to make, and 
there’ll be a great release in getting to play it.”

SO, DEATH SPELLS ESSENTIALLY FORMED IN 
2012, BUT YOU’RE ONLY NOW DROPPING 
YOUR DEBUT – IS IT FAIR TO SAY YOU’VE 
BEEN BUSY WITH OTHER THINGS?
“James [Dewees, keyboards/programming] and I 
started the band, and then life kind of happened. 
At the time, I didn’t think I was going to do any 
more bands, and Death Spells was something 
I was only going to do in my free time while 
I worked on something else. I started writing 
songs and that turned into the record with The 
Cellabration. We’d turn around and a year had 
gone by, but we stayed in touch while we were 
working on other projects, and we were always 
hoping to finish this record and get the band 
moving, and we finally got to finish it!”  

SO, YOU WERE ACTUALLY WORKING ON 
THE RECORD FOR FOUR YEARS?
“Yeah! (Laughs) Kinda crazy, huh? The record is 
a testament to just how much passion there is 
for this project. It was one of those things that 
whenever we were off the road and our main 
projects gave us free time, we’d get in touch and 

say, ‘Hey, I have this idea,’ and we would send 
things back and forth and try to finish the 
debut record.”

NICE! WHY DID YOU TITLE IT NOTHING 
ABOVE, NOTHING BELOW?
“The thought behind that is that, as a world 
population, we’re so overly concerned with 
what’s coming next that it has got to the point 
where we hate each other so much that we 
kill each other over all these ‘what if?’s. No-one 

is concerned with the ‘right now’. So, what if 
there was actually nothing above us and nothing 
below us?”

THAT’S QUITE SERIOUS – ARE THINGS THAT 
SERIOUS WITH JAMES, OR IS THERE A FUN 
SIDE TO ALL OF THIS?
“James is the light to my darkness. Not that 
I’m saying I’m a dark and brooding figure at all 
times, but I’m definitely a little more on that 
side of things than he is, and thank God for him. 
He makes touring fun and easy, and there’s this 
yin and yang feeling between he and I.”

FINALLY, THIS IS A VERY SHORT TOUR – CAN 
WE EXPECT TO SEE DEATH SPELLS ON THE 
ROAD AGAIN SOMETIME SOON?
“I definitely want it to be more than a comet 
that you see for two minutes every four years. 
I’d like to have a little bit more time, and there’s 
going to be more happening after this release, 
I just need to find the time to do this. If you’re 
someone interested in the music I make, I 
would keep my eyes and ears open.”

DATES: Glasgow Broadcast August 9, London O2 

Academy2 Islington 10, O2 Academy3 Birmingham 11, 

Manchester Academy III 12.
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“NO-ONE IS 
CONCERNED WITH 
THE ‘RIGHT NOW’”

FRANK IERO

WE MIGHT’VE WAITED FOUR YEARS, BUT FRANK IERO IS FINALLY BRINGING HIS 
ELECTRO PROJECT TO THE UK FOR THE FIRST TIME…

DEATH SPELLS
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Don Broco wouldn’t pay out

for an extra sofa

KERRANG! DAY AUGUST 3Y

LEEDS Don Broco, MassMatiks (Key Club)

LONDON Allusondrugs (Black Heart,

Camden)

MARGATE Napoleon, Create To Inspire

(West Coast Bar)

YORK The Damned (Fibbers)

THURSDAYAUGUST 4
GUILDFORD Allusondrugs (Boileroom)

HOLMFIRTH The Damned (Picturedrome)

LEEDS Don Broco, MassMatiks (Key Club)

LONDON Napoleon, Create To Inspire

(O2 Academy2, Islington)

FRIDAY AUGUST 5
BEDFORD Don Broco, MassMatiks

(Esquires)

CARLISLE The Damned (Brickyard)

NORTHAMPTON Napoleon, Create To

Inspire (Black Prince)

NORWICH Our Hollow, Our Home, Idols

Of Apathy, Detours, Thrones (Open Club

Room)

SATURDAY AUGUST 6
BEDFORD Don Broco, MassMatiks

(Esquires)

DONCASTER Napoleon, Create To

Inspire (Vintage Rock Bar)

SUNDAY AUGUST 7
LEEDS Napoleon, Create To Inspire (Key

Club)

NEWCASTLE Big D And The Kids TableT

(O2 Academy2 Newcastle)

MONDAY AUGUST 8
CARDIFF Ministry, DevilDriver

(Tramshed)

LONDON Don Broco, MassMatiks (O2

Academy Islington)

NEWCASTLE Napoleon, Create To

Inspire (Central)

PLYMOUTH Allusondrugs (Underground)

TUESDAY AUGUST 9
EDINBURGH Napoleon, Create To

Inspire (Opium)

GLASGOW Death Spells (Broadcast)

GLASGOW Hawthorne Heights,

Ashestoangels, Milestones (Classic Grand)

LIVERPOOL Big D And The Kids Table

(Arts Club Loft)

LONDON Don Broco, MassMatiks (O2

Academy Islington)

YOUR WEEK!

#FIGHTKLUB –
DEFTONES VS
BIFFY CLYRO

KERRANG! TV – AUG 8,R 8PM
It’s the checkered-shirt-loving
Chino Moreno versus the
topless, tattooed sweetheart
Simon Neil.You better move
over, Batman v Superman…

DONBROCO–EVERYBODY
(DANCETUTORIAL)L
YOUTUBE

The Bedford lads’ new video forf
their single Everybody has created
one of rock’s greatest dance
routines.Want to know how to time
your pistols in unison with the
song? Well, there’s a tutorial up on
YouTube to give you all the dance
advice you could possibly want.
Get those ‘yee-haw’s at the ready!

SLEEPINGWITH SIRENS’
KICK-ASS ROCK
ANTHEMS: TOP 20

KERRANGR ! TV – AUG 3,A 4PM
Kerrang! TV are spoiling us this
week, as they get Kellin Quinn and
his cohorts to present their Top 20
Kick-Ass Rock Anthems.You better
strap some pillows to each bum
cheek, as these really will kick you
right in the tuchus…

CAN’T GET TO A GIG?

DERYCK
WHIBLEY, 
SUM 41 
“My very, very 
first show was 
The Monkees in 

1986, when I was six years old. In 
my teens, I never really had the 
money to go to what you would 
consider a real concert, all of my 
first rock shows were local bands, 
and the first time I got to see 
bands from outside that area was 
when the very first Warped Tour 
came through. 
   “I went with Stevo [Jocz], Sum 
41’s original drummer, and a 
couple of my other friends. We 
were all so stoked the day of the 
show, it was like the highlight of 
our summer. The venue is about 
an hour outside of Toronto, and 
it was basically a raceway, with 
the race track running around 
the sides, and the stages were 
basically on a grassy field, rather 
than a parking lot like 
a lot these days. 
There were so 
many great bands 
I couldn’t wait to 
see, bands that 

we had all grown up listening
to – Face To Face, who I loved,
Unwritten Law and Deftones were 
even on it, too. 
   “I was most excited to see NOFX 
and Pennywise, though, because 
they were my two favourite 
bands at the time – and Sum 41 
actually started out modelled on 
a cross between those two! Since 
falling in love with NOFX, I really 
believed I would never get to 
see them in my lifetime – I was 
convinced it would never happen. 
I’d think they were never going 
to come to Canada, because as 
far as I knew they didn’t seem 
to come up there very much, so 
this seemed like my one and only 
opportunity to see them. The 
whole time I was watching, I was 
thinking that this was it, the only 
time I would ever be in the same 
place as them, let alone seeing 
them play! But, more importantly, 
that was the day I started Sum 41. 
I was so stoked and excited, and I 
literally went home after the show 

and started writing songs. So, to 
say that show changed my life 
is an understatement. It was 
such a special day.”

MY FIRST GIGWHO:WARPED TOUR (NOFX), MOSPORT PARK, ONTARIO, 1996THE POP-PUNK HEROES STARTED THEIR BAND THE DAY THEY SAW THEIR PUNK IDOLS DOING THEIR THING ON WARPED TOUR…

THEN HERE’S SOME OTHER STUFF 

TO KEEP YOUR EYES/EARS BUSY

RIDER OF THE WEEK 
BAND: Rage Against The Machine

The rap-metal punks might want to cause a revolution, but they’re 
only going to do that with a load of delicious booze…

ISSUE 1631 AUGA  6, 2016
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HISTORY OF

HE WEDGEWOOD ROOMS?

“TheWedgewood Rooms was set up
originally in September 1992 as a music
and comedy venue. Later in 1992, 
however, PVC promotions got involved 
at the Wedgewood Rooms, booking 
their first show with EAT, and for the 
last 22 years they have been our main 
touring band promoter.”

WHAT MAKES THE VENUE SUCH A 

MEMORABLE PLACE FOR PEOPLE 

IN THE CITY?

“I think it’s a combination of things, 
really. Having been here for nearly 25 
years, the Wedgewood Rooms has 
hosted some amazing artists. Biffy Clyro, 
The Darkness, Feeder, Architects, 
Gojira, You Me At Six, 
All Time Low, A Day 
To Remember, Bring 
Me The Horizon,Slaves
and Paramore have all
played here on their way
up. So, it’s the brilliant
roster of artists we have
managed to get into our
400-capacity venue on
the South Coast of the
United Kingdom.”

HOW DO YOU FIND IT

RUNNING A MUSIC VENUE?

“Hard work, long hours, rubbish
pay, but I can’t think of anything I 
would rather do. I rely very heavily 
on a very small team of people who 
are just as dedicated to keeping the 
venue ticking. The best thing is that 

no two days are
the same, each
day is different;
different bands,
different events
and different people coming into the
venue to work with.”

CAN YOU TELL US ABOUT THE

MOST LEGENDARY ROCK GIGS

THAT HAVE HAPPENED THERE?

“The legend that is Joe Strummer
played and, at the time, no-one could
believe that we had got that show.
Sadly, it was one of his last shows, as he
died not long after that date.Then,The
Darkness played here on their first tour,
and they were absolutely brilliant.Their

live show was fantastic, full
of energy and there was a
huge hype around them
at the time.”

FINALLY, WHAT 

CHALLENGES DO YOU

FACE IN 2016?

“Staying open is the main
challenge. Every venue has
to fight to stay open, and
that’s down to a number of
challenges. Some of these
are social – the change in
music consumption means

that people can watch live gigs from
the comfort of their homes. Lastly,
increasing costs. This not only affects
the day-to-day running of the venues,
but affects the ticket-buyers themselves.
Since the recession, audiences are less
willing to take chances with their spare
cash, so they tend to spend £60 on a

ticket to a stadium gig,
rather than spending
£10 on a ticket for a
new upcoming band.
However, we are a
part of a coalition with
hundreds of other
venues called the Music
Venues Alliance. Together,
we are trying to raise
these issues with the
governing bodies of
music in the UK.”

WEDGEWOOD ROOMS
PORTSMOUTH
147B ALBERT ROAD, SOUTHSEA, PO4 0JW

GEOFF PRIESTLEY, MANAGER

DOORSR DOW

O2AcademyBristolNovember2,O2Academy

Birmingham3,ManchesterAcademy5,LondonEventim

Apollo6.Support:PopEvil.

65DAYSY OFSS SF TSS ATICTT

London IslingtonAssemblyHallNovember14,Bristol

MarbleFactory15,SheffieldPlug16,NewcastleUniversity

17,GlasgowArtSchool18.

AGAINSN TSS THECURRENT

Bristol FleeceSeptember21,GlasgowGarage22,gg

NewcastleRiverside23,LeedsStylus24,BelfastMandela

Hall 26,DublinAcademy27,NottinghamRescueRooms

28,LondonO2Shepherd’sBushEmpire30,Birmingham

AsylumOctober1,ManchesterAcademy II 2.Support:As

It Is,BeachWeather.

ALIENANTFARMF

Wakefieldkk WarehouseOctober18,EdinburghLaBelle

Angele19,AberdeenGarage20,Belfast Empire21,Dublin

VoodooLounge22,Preston53Degrees24,Bristol

MarbleFactory25,ChesterLiveRooms26,Leamington

SpaAssembly27,SouthamptonEngineRooms28,

WolverhamptonSladeRooms30,LondonO2Academy

Islington31,BarnstapleFactoryNovember2,ReadingSub

893,SouthendChinnery’s 4,HullWelly5,O2Academy

Oxford6.Support:(hed)p.e.,SumoCyco,Kaliedo.

ALL THEMWM TCHESEE

BristolTheklaOctober2 ManchesterDeaf Institute3,,

LondonScala4,BrightonHaunt6,LeedsBrudenell Social

Club7,GlasgowClassicGrand8,NottinghamBodega9.

ALLUSU ONDRUGSG

LondonCamdenBlackHeartAugust3,Guildford

Boileroom4,CanterburyLadyLuck5,HullHumber

Street Sesh6,Southampton Joiners7,Plymouth

Underground8,BridgewaterCobblestones9,Leicester

Firebug10,BrightonStickyMike’s 11.

ALTERBRIDGEB

ManchesterArenaNovember23,LondonO2Arena24,r

NottinghamMotorpointArena26,BirminghamGenting

Arena27,CardiffMotorpointArena28,GlasgowSSE

HydroDecember1,LeedsFirstDirectArena2.Support:

Volbeat,Gojira,LikeAStorm.

THEAMITYAFFLICTIONY

O2AcademyBristolDecember4,O2RitzManchester,

5,LondonCamdenRoundhouse6,O2ABCGlasgow

8,O2 InstituteBirmingham9,NorwichWaterfront10.

Support:Northlane,StrayFromThePath,WageWar.

APOCALYPTICA

ManchesterBridgewaterHall February27,2017,

EdinburghQueensHall 28,LondonRoyal FestivalHall

March1.

ARCHENE EMYNN

NorwichWaterfrontAugust21,SheffieldCorporationrr

22,CardiffTramShed23,SouthamptonEngineRooms24.

Support:Soilwork.

ARCHITECTAA ST

O2InstituteBirminghamNovember11,Manchester

Academy12,O2ABCGlasgow13,NottinghamRock

City15,O2AcademyBristol 17,LondonO2Academy

Brixton18.

ASKINGSS ALEXANDRIAA

SouthamptonEngineRoomsAugust15,LondonCamden

KOKO16.Support:SHVPES.

AVENGEDA SEVENFOLDSS

Glasgowgg SSEHydro January10,2017,NewcastleMetro

RadioArena12,BirminghamGentingArena13,Sheffield

Arena15,ManchesterArena16,NottinghamMotorpoint

Arena18,CardiffMotorpointArena19,LondonO2

Arena21.Support:Disturbed,InFlames.

BANDOFSF KULLSS SLL

LeedsStylusOctober20 ManchesterAlbertHall 21,,

NewcastleNorthumbriaUniversity22,London

CamdenRoundhouse26,SouthamptonEngineRooms

November17.

BATTLEOFTHEBAYA SY

Line-up:Obituary,Exodus,Prong,KingParrot.London

CamdenElectricBallroomOctober25,GlasgowGarage

27,ManchesterAcademy228,O2Academy2Birmingham

29,SouthamptonEngineRooms30.

BEARTOOTH

LondonO2ShepherdsBushEmpireDecember8,Leeds’

Beckett9,GlasgowGarage10,O2 InstituteBirmingham

11,O2RitzManchester12,SouthamptonEngineRooms

13,CardiffTramShed14,DublinAcademy16,Belfast

Limelight17.Support:Vanna,TrashBoat.

BEB SEE TIVALV

Line-up: Creeper, Fatherson, K.Flay, Milk Teeth,Moose

Blood,PrettyVicious,PUP.IsleOfWightRobin Hill 

CountryParkSeptember8–11.

BIFFYCLYRO

GlasgowBellahoustonParkAugust27.Support: Fall Out 

Boy,WolfAlice,CageThe Elephant.

BILLYTALENT

Norwich UEA October 12, O2 Academy Bristol 13, 

Manchester Academy 15, O2 ABC Glasgow 16, O2 

Academy Newcastle 17, O2 Institute Birmingham 19, O2 

Academy Leeds 20, Nottingham Rock City 22, London 

CamdenRoundhouse23, Cardiff TramShed 24, O2 

Guildhall Southampton26. Support: Young Guns, Say Yes.  

BLACKPEAKS/KK HECKH

Huddersfield Parish September 4, Bristol Fleece 6, 

London Boston Music Room 7 – 8, Sheffield Plug 

9, Edinburgh Electric Circus 10, Aberdeen Cafe 

Drummonds11,Wolverhampton Slade Rooms 13, 

CardiffClwb IforBach 17, Southampton Talking Heads 18.  

BLACKSABBASS THA

Manchester Arena January 22, 2017, Glasgow SSE Hydro 

Arena 24, Leeds Arena 26, O2 Arena London 29 and 31, 

BirminghamGentingArenaFebruary 2 and 4. Support: 

Rival Sons.

BLACKSTONESS CHERRY

Cardiff StDavid’sHallNovember19,Portsmoutha

Guildhall 21, Wolverhampton Civic Hall 22, O2 Apollo 

Manchester 24, Glasgow Royal Concert Hall 25, 

Newcastle City Hall 27, Sheffield City Hall 28, Brighton 

Dome 30, Nottingham Royal Concert Hall December 

1,BristolColstonHall 2,London O2 Shepherd’s Bush 

Empire5–6,NorwichUEA8. 

BLOODSDD TOCKFEEE TIVALVV

Line-up:Slayer,Mastodon,TwistedSister,Venom,aa

Behemoth, DragonForce, Paradise Lost, Rotting Christ, 

Anthrax, Gojira, Satyricon, Fear Factory, Symphony X, 

Metal Allegiance, Corrosion Of Conformity, Unearth, 

Ghost Bath, Evil Scarecrow, Witchsorrow, Akercocke, 

Desert Stormand more! Derbyshire Catton Park 

August11–14.

BLUESE PILLS

WolverhamptonW Slade Rooms November 1, Glasgow 

ClassicGrand2,Manchester Club Academy 5, London 

CamdenKOKO6,Bristol Marble Factory 8. 

BORNOFOSO IRIS SII

LeedsKeyClubSeptember11,GlasgowClassicGrandK

12, Manchester Sound Control 13, Cardiff Globe 14, 

LondonO2Academy Islington 15. Support: Veil Of Maya, 

Volumes,BlackCrown Initiate. 

THEBOUNCINGSG OULSS S

Huddersfield Parish August 2, Glasgow Stereo 3, Bristol 

Exchange 5, London Camden Underworld 6, Kingston 

Fighting Cocks 7. Support: Pear. 

BULLET FORMYVALENTINEV

Newportr Centre November 24, O2 Academy 

Newcastle 27, O2 Academy Glasgow 30, Manchester 

Academy December 3 – 4, O2 Academy Birmingham 

6,LondonO2Academy Brixton 9. Support: Killswitch 

Engage,CaneHill.

BUTSTT ERFESS SE TSS

Line-up:Chunk!No CaptainChunk!,FVK,Creeper,o

WSTR, Crooks, Ashestoangels, Mallory Knox, Young 

Guns,As It Is,MooseBlood. Petersfield Queen Elizabeth 

CountryParkSeptember10. 

DAMNATIONFEEE TIVALV

Line-up:Enslaved,Nails,NeObliviscaris,FullOfHell,a

Oceans Of Slumber. Leeds University Union November 

5. 

DANCEGAVINDANCE

O2Academy2OxfordNovember3,BrightonHauntf

4, O2 Institute3 Birmingham 5, Southampton Engine 

Rooms 6, Nottingham Rescue Rooms 8, O2 Academy2 

Newcastle 9, Manchester Sound Control 10, Glasgow 

Garage11,LeedsKeyClub 12, Cardiff Globe 14, Bristol 

Fleece15,LondonCamden Underworld 16.

DEADKENNEDYSY

O2AcademyOxfordOctober 12, London O2 Islingtonmm

Academy 13 – 14.  

DONBROCO

LeedsKeyClub3–4,BedfordEsquires5–6,LondonO2e

Islington Academy 8 – 9, Southampton Engine Rooms 

10–11,Norwich Open 13 – 14, Bristol Marble Factory 

15–16.

EMAROSO AS

LondonBorderlineSeptember25 CardiffClwb IforBach,

26, Manchester Sound Control 27, Glasgow G2 28, O2 

Institute3 Birmingham 29.

Cancer Bats: Liam Cormier couldn’t 

believe how good his armpit smelled 

at Wedgewood Rooms in Jan…





26TH FRIDAY

ROBIN 2

WOLVERHAMPTON

27TH SATURDAY

CORPORATION

SHEFFIELD

28TH  SUNDAY   

O2 ACADEMY 

ISLINGTON 

LONDON

 

AUGUST 2016 UK TOUR

PLAYING ALL THE HITS PLUS MUSIC FROM THE NEW ALBUM

+

174 CAMDEN HIGH STREET, CAMDEN TOWN, LONDON NW1 · 020 7482 1932 · WWW.THEUNDERWORLDCAMDEN.CO.UK
T I C K E T S  AVA I L A B L E  F R O M  T H E  WO R L D ’ S  E N D  P U B  ( N E XT  D O O R  TO  T H E  U N D E R WO R L D) 
O R BY CC : STA R G R E E N 02 0 7 7 3 4 8 932 / WWW. STA R G R E E N . CO M

SAT 20 AUG

SICK OF IT ALL
PLUS VERY SPECIAL GUESTS KNUCKLEDUST & DEAD MAN’S CHEST
TICKETS £17.50 ADV / DOORS 18.00

THU 25 AUG

SOILWORK
PLUS SPECIAL GUESTS CYPHER16 & BRUTAI
TICKETS £15.00 ADV / DOORS 19.00

SUN 28 AUG

STRUNG OUT
+ SPOILERS, DARKO & LAYMAN’S TERMS
TICKETS £15.00 ADV / DOORS 19.00

FRI 2 SEP

ANAAL NATHRAKH
+ VOICES & THE INFERNAL SEA
TICKETS £15.00 ADV / DOORS 18.00

WED 3 AUG

T.S.O.L. & DWARVES & M.D.C. 
PLUS VERY SPECIAL GUESTS HARD SKIN
TICKETS £20.00 ADV / DOORS 18.00

SUN 7 AUG    

BISHOPS GREEN 
PLUS SPECIAL GUESTS   HARRINGTON SAINTS 
TICKETS £12.00 ADV / DOORS 19.00

MON 8 AUG

THE ADOLESCENTS 
+ THE BAR STOOL PREACHERS, SCRAPS & RATHER RACCOON
TICKETS £15.00 ADV / DOORS 19.00

THU 11 AUG

LEFTOVER CRACK 
+ IN EVIL HOUR, MAID OF ACE & FAINTEST IDEA
TICKETS £15.00 ADV / DOORS 18.30

To Advertise

in

Please call

Joel Stephan
on

0207 295 5474
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Specialists
Tattoo

Derbyshire

Leicestershire

Northamptonshire

To Advertise your studio

call 01733 366419



THE RAGE INSIDE A DAY TO

REMEMBER REVEALED

 “THE

WORLD 
FEELS MORE 

DANGEROUS  
THAN I’VE 

EVER 
FELT IT...”

T: 020 7295 5000
E: FEEDBACK@KERRANG.COM

W: KERRANG.COM
H W G GLE CO.U ? = & CT
J E=IM

A MAH
WWQJRWIBW&URL=HTTP%3A%2F%2

SUITS
MARKETING

MARKETING MANAGER: Ally

Johnstone

SYNDICATION

INTERNATIONAL

CONTENT EXECUTIVE:

Ryan Chambers (01733 468561

Ryan.chambers@bauermedia.

co.uk)

IFA (+31 20 664 5324

Info@ifa-amsterdam.com)

EVENTS

EVENT DIRECTOR: Helen

Scott

SENIOR EVENT PRODUCER:

Emily Bramfitt

EVENTS EXECUTIVE: Phoebe

James

ACCOUNT MANAGER:

Sianne Young

ADVERTISING

TELEPHONE: 020 7295 5474

GROUP MD ADVERTISING:

Abby Carvosso

PERSONAL ASSISTANT TO

ABBY CARVOSSO: Alison

Meadley (020 7295 5502)

HEAD OF MAGAZINE

MEDIA:

Clare Chamberlain

GROUP COMMERCIAL

DIRECTOR: Simon Kilby

MUSIC MANAGER: Joel

Stephan

CREATIVE SOLUTIONS

MANAGER: Rick Williams

HEAD OF MAGAZINE

BRANDS: Rachel Flower

HEAD OF MUSIC: Neil

Mcsteen

SENIOR CREATIVE

SOLUTIONS EXECUTIVE:

Keith Hillman

REGIONAL ADVERTISING:

Katherine Brown

CLASSIFIED SALES

EXECUTIVE: Mitchell Coulter

CLASSIFIED SALES

MANAGER: Karen Gardiner

INSERTS MANAGER: Simon

Buckenham

AD PRODUCTION

MANAGER: Helen Mear

HEAD OF CREATIVE

CONTENT: Jennie Mitchener

CREATIVE SOLUTIONS ART

DIRECTOR: Jon Creswell

PRODUCTION

MANAGER: Alex Brook

AD PRODUCTION

MANAGER: Jackie Doran

GROUP AD PRODUCTION

MANAGER: Zoe Bellamy

DISTRIBUTION: Frontline

(01733 555161)

REPRO: Rival Colour

PRINTING: Polestar

REALLY IMPORTANT

PEOPLE

CHIEF EXECUTIVE: Paul

Keenan

PERSONAL ASSISTANT

TO PAUL KEENAN: Emma

Knowles

GROUP MANAGING

DIRECTOR: Rob Munro-Hall

PUBLISHING DIRECTOR:

Patrick Horton

ASSOCIATE PUBLISHER: Phil

Alexander

BUSINESS ANALYST:

Natalie Talbot

SUBSCRIPTIONS AND

BACK ISSUES:

For the latest subscription offers and

back issues, call +44 (0)1858 438884.

Email – bauer@subscription.co.uk.

Kerrang!, ISSN 0262-6624 is published

51 times a year by Bauer Consumer

Media Limited, a company registered

in England andWales with company

number 01176085, registered address

Media House,Peterborough Business

Park, LynchWood,Peterborough,PE2

6EA Airfreight and mailing in the USA

by agent namedAir Business Ltd, c/o

Worldnet Shipping Inc , 156-15,146th

Avenue,2nd Floor, Jamaica,NY 11434,

USA.Periodicals postage paid at

Jamaica NY 11431.

U.S. Postmaster: send address

changes to Kerrang!,Air Business Ltd,

c/oWorldnet Shipping Inc., 156-15,

146thAvenue,2nd Floor, Jamaica,NY

11434,USA.Subscription records

are maintained at Bauer Media

Subscriptions,CDS Global,Tower

House, Sovereign Park, Lathkill Street,

Market Harborough,Leicester, LE16

9EF,United Kingdom.Air Business Ltd

is acting as our mailing agent.

COMPLAINTS:

Bauer Consumer Media Limited is

a member of the Independent Press

Standards Organisation (Ipso.co.uk)

and endeavours to respond to and

resolve your concerns quickly.

Our Editorial Complaints Policy

(including full details of how to

contact us about editorial complaints

and IPSO's contact details) can be

found at Bauermediacomplaints.

co.uk. Our email address for editorial

complaints covered by the Editorial

Complaints Policy is complaints@

bauermedia.co.uk.

EDITORIAL
IN HONOUR OF HELLIONS: WHAT'S THE

CRAZIEST ALBUM YOU'VE HEARD?

EDITOR: James McMahon (I literally just
bought Jeff Wayne's MusicalVersion Of
Spartacus after decades of wanting to hear
it. It sounded better in my head)
DEPUTY EDITOR: George Garner

(Andy Jones' solo epic, Salamander)
ART EDITOR: Steve Beech (Ween –

GodWeenSatan)

FEATURES EDITOR: Sam Coare

(Buckethead's The Cuckoo Clocks Of Hell.
It cost me £18 and is 52 minutes of awful)
ASSOCIATE EDITOR (REVIEWS):

Nick Ruskell (Big Dumb Face – Duke
Lion Fights The Terror!!.Wes Borland
purposefully being awful/hilarious)
DEPUTY ART EDITOR: Matt

Dykzeul (My debut record, NyQuil)
NEW MUSIC EDITOR/EDITORIAL

ASSISTANTT /SUB: Emily Carter

(I only listen to Brian Fallon, sorry)
DESIGNER: Sophie Bland (Vodun)
LISTINGS EDITOR: James Hingle

(The last Trepalium album, 1940s swing
meets tech metal)
CONTRIBUTING ED: Katie Parsons

(Caninus: hardcore sung by dogs, and
weirdly rather good!)

CONTRIBUTORS: Matt Allen, Steve
Beebee, Jessica Bridgeman, Ryan Cooper,
Ryan De Freitas, Hannah Ewens, James
Hickie, Sam Law,Alistair Lawrence, James
MacKinnon,Amit Sharma,Tom Shepherd,
Dan Slessor, Mark Sutherland, Olly
Thomas, Paul Travers, Jennyfer J.Walker,
Ian Winwood, RodYates, Ray Zell.

PHOTOGRAPHERS: David Bergman,
Lindsey Byrnes, Chris Casey, Ian Collins,
Carrie Davenport,Andy Ford,Andy
Gallagher, Jeremy Harris, Paul Harries,
Lisa Johnson,Andrew Lipovsky,Ashley
Maile,Tom Martin, Martin Philbey,
Andrew Timms, Neil Visel, Dave Willis.

SCARLET BORG: Scarlet Borg.

THANKS TO: Ryan Cooper.

INTERN OF THE WEEK:

Izzy Woods.
For all work experience opportunities,
check out GoThinkBig.co.uk.

All views and opinions expressed by our interviewees are those of the artist or band and not necessarily Kerrang!’s.
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ON SALE AUGUST 10



Well, obviously that’s very nice of you
makes you not dicks, but… come oo

Hello,Ordnance Survey?We’ve got a band who need a
map on their rider pronto

e,moneybags…

Circus tricks? Can you make [insert band here] disappear?

You lazy, greedy bastard. But we like your thinking…

HE RECKONS ROCKSTARS NO LONGER 
T BUT JAYDEN’S HAVING A PRETTY  

OD GO AT IT HERE ANYWAY…

WITH CONFIDENCE
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JAYDEN SEELEY

THE LEADERBOARD

THE VERDICT
AN ADMIRABLE SHOWING, 

CONSIDERING OUR BOY DOESN’T 
BELIEVE ROCKSTARS EXIST ANY MORE

SCORE

 82%

12 DENIS STOFF ASKING ALEXANDRIA 73%

13 TUOMAS HOLOPAINEN NIGHTWISH 70%

14 CHRIS ROBERTSON BLACK STONE CHERRY 52%

1 AL JOURGENSEN MINISTRY   100%

2 ALICE COOPER 99%

3 BEN BRUCE ASKING AG LEXAXX NDRIAII 98%

4 GENE SIMMONS KISS 93%

5 FRANK CARTER FRRR NK CACC RTER & THE RRR RR TTLESNANN KES 92%

6 CHAD NICEFIELD WILSON 92%

7 MORTIIS 90%

8 BERT McMM CRACKEN THE USED 86%

9 BRENDON URIE PAP NIC! AC T THE DISCO 85%

10 BRIAN MOLKO PLP AL CEBO 84%

11 TROY SANDERS MAM STODON 83%



EXCLUSIVE SCREENINGS
With 36 special screenings including previews of

new releases, blockbusters, cult classics, comedies,

thrillers and documentaries including…
EXTENDED CUTS

Including The Martian

ADVANCE SCREENINGS
Including War On Everyone

LIVE COMMENTARIES
Including The Raid

Q&AS
Including Labyrinth 

Immerse yourself in the world of 

cinema with events and activities 

such as exclusive film screenings, 

Q&As, workshops, live events and 

much, much more! 

23-25 SEPTEMBER, 2016.
THE 02, LONDON

www.empirelive.com

TICKET PACKAGES ON SALE NOW!

MEET THE MOVIE MAKERS!
Your chance to meet the people who make the movies 

and those who star in them! Enjoy Q&As, director 

commentaries, live script reads, film introductions and 

more. 

PLUS!
Join other movie fans and get involved in quizzes, live 

recordings, parties, previews and events all weekend. 

Keep the whole family entertained too with our 

programme packed with films and activities for all ages.

MORE  
ANNOUNCEMENTS 

COMING SOON!

BIG SCREEN CLASSICS
The Criterion Collection

& more


